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FOREWORD. 
The aim in writing this essa~y was an attempt 
to clarify cert.9.in aspects of Sternheir.n 's novel, Europa. 
With the exception of Wolfgang Wendler's book on 
Sternheim, Weltvorstellung und Kunst:prill.zipien, which 
only deals with his novel in a general ~tnd sp~tsmodic 
way, there h~,s been :'!. surprising an:i regretta.ble lr-tck 
of rese~:trch on Europa. Rese!'uchers have tended in the 
past to focus their a.ttention on Sternheim's plays to 
the detriment of a systematic study of his proseworks. 
One a.spect of Sternheim ts short stories, ~rticles 
etc., h~.s, hov~ver, received much critical r-t.ttention. 
several critics have discus sed Ste rnhe irn 's idi osyncr!'l.t ic 
style, his use of 1~.nguage and. its Expressionist feqtures. 
I ha,ve chosen deliberqtely to omit the linguistic and 
stylistic aspects of Europa in this essay in favour of 
a more detailed study of its themes wherein the rea.l 
VA.lue and interest of the work lies. 
.]:. 
STERNHEIM: A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH. 
Willian Adolf ca.rl Sternheim was born on the lst of 
April, 18?8 in Leipzig. His Jewish fa.ther, Jakob Carl 
sternheim, was a banker and la,ter editor of the Ha.noverian 
Tageblatt. the business side of which he also managed. 
ON the father's side of the f~.mily Sternhe im is rela.ted 
to Heinrich Heine. His mother, Rose Maria Flora Fra.ncke, 
was descended from a. long line of Lutheran artisa.ns from 
Thuringia.. Sternhe im 's parents were married on the 27th of 
December, 18?S and on the 15th February, 1880 moved to 
Hanover. They beca.me the pa.rents of ? children. As 
Ja,kob Sternhe im himself reviewed the more important 
theatrica.l ·productions for his newspa.per and often took 
his son to performa.nces with him, it is proba"ble th~tt the 
st8.ge m~.de its f'irGt and indeed lasting impression on 
Ste rnhe im a.t this time • 
The family moved to Berlin in 1884, where Sternheim's 
paternal uncle wa.s the owner of the Belle-AlliDnce-Theater. 
Sternheim a.ttended the Friedrich-Werdersche-Gyrnnasium and 
later the Lui se n-Gymnn sium. At the age of 15 he spent a. yeai' 
in Ra.lbersta.dt Ett the Ca.thedral gr~:mrnar. Arter pa.ssing 
the Abitur in l8\l7 he studied in 1\r'runich, Gottingen, Ijeip'zig, 
Jena., Berlin, Heidelberg a.nd Frei })lrg, e,ttending lectures on 
l~.w, history, U.t.e:rature, the history of art and philosophy. 
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BY his own a.cc ount the infl ue nee of Heinrich Rickert, 
vvb.ose lectures on philosophy he a.ttended at Freiburg 
University) W8.S particularly decisive. 
In November, 1900 he ma.rried Eugctnie Ha"uth and 
moved to Weimar..:.. Their son, CA.rlhe ns, born on the 3rd of 
July, 19ol, was executed on the 18th December, 1944, for 
his political opposition to the Hitler regime. After 
serving e. year in the Cl:lVa.lry regiment of the Tsar of 
F.ussie,Sternheim moved. in H)03 with his wife and son to 
]/:unich. He and his wife a.greed to a separa.tion in 1904; the 
d i v or c e be c ~.me f i ne.l i n 1 90 6 • I n l 90 2 for the first t ime , 
a, pla.y by Sternheim had ~ppef'lred on the stage. It was 
Auf Krue;dor:f..; Dresden g0ve it a. cool reception. 
1904 m9.rks e r:ew sta.ge in Stern.heim 1 s development. 
'l'he yer?rs of uncertainty a.nd searching were app..,rently over. 
While tRking the waters in Aachen Sternheim met 'I'hea~ 
Bauer, a. n old friend of his wife a l1d the daughter of a 
rich industri~.list from the Rhinelal'Jd. She was then 
ma.rried to Loewenstein,a lawyer in Dtlsseldorf'. The~l 
Bauer seems to ha.ve checked to some extent Sternheim 's 
instability end to hi'!Ve given him a fresh impetus, for 
in the yea.rs Rfter their marria.ge on the 13th of July, 1907 
Sternheim wrote what are generally considered some of 
!1 is best plays • 
In 1908 Ster:r .. heim and his wife moved into the 'castle~ 
Be lleml'=ti son, in H8llriege lskr~uth in the vicinity of 
Munich; the property, designed and built by them, was 
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equipped with a theatre in whicb his own plays were later 
produced. Sternheim h9d two children by Thee" Bauer, a 
daughter who htter acted in some of her father's pla.ys, 
end c:~. son, Klaus, who died in Mexico in 1946. Sternheirn 
owed much of his knowledge of French litera,turd. to his 
wife, ?.s it w~s chiefly through her influence that he 
becnme interested in writers like Moliere, Stendhal, 
1\!Iaupa.ssant and especially in FlR.ubert. 
In 1908 Sternheim founded and edited in conjunction 
with Fr~lnz Blei the periodical ~~.!2.· During their 
stay in Munich the Sternheims made the a.cqUR.inhtnce of 
many of the lea.ding figures in Munich's cultural life, 
among them were Frank Wedekind, Heinrich Mann, Hofme.nnsthal, 
Hugo Von Tscr.tudi, Vollmoeller, Wa.lter Rathenau, Otto 
Vrieslander e.nd Max Reirlherdt. 
In 1912 Sternheim sold BellemAison and moved with 
~-
his wife a.nd two children to La. Hulpe ne~r Brussels e The 
aut brea.k of the First World Wa.r was not greeted by 
Sternheim with the cha.uvlnielm of some of his compa.triots; 
he beg~n to think more deeply on political and social 
themeE. a.nd subsequently to write in~- more critical vein. 
While the house, ClR ire oll i ne, was being rebuilt 
Sternheim a.nd his wife lived for some time in Gerrne,ey 1 
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from 1915/16 in K~nigstein/Taunus where Kuno BrombRcher 
w~s the children's tutor. 
In Brussels Sternheim was friendly with Emile 
Verha.eren e,nd Ernst Stadler and here during the war he 
made the ~.cquaint;:~.nce of Gottfried Benn, later to become 
~l 1 if e 1 o ng f r i e nd • With Carl Einstein, whom he 81so met 
in Brussels, he pll'l.nned a.n Enz#,Lklop~.die zum Abbruch 
btirgerlicher Ideologie, of which a sample a.ppea.red in 
1918, on similar lines to Fla.ubert •s uncompleted 
nictionru=dre des idees recues • 
.!> 
The Belgians confiscated Stermteim's property at 
La Hulpe in 1918. In Scheveningen, Holla.ncl, before the 
end of the war, Sternheim wrote a. series of articles on 
the German Revolution predicting its failure. During this 
period of his life he was also intent on working at the 
only novel he wrote, EuroEa , the first volume of which 
appeared in 1919, the second in 1920. From 1919 till the 
autumn of' 1924 the Sternheims lived successively in St. 
1\Jori tz~ Uttwil on L<"!ke Constance and in Dresden, however, 
l'l.n end seems to h~.ve been put to Sternheirn's noma.dic 
existence in 1924 when he returned to Uttwil, where he 
lived till his severe illness in 1928. 
In 192? Carl and Thea Sternheim were divorced; he 
had lived with her infrequently for some years. Hia 
illness of 1928 was followed by long months in sam.toriums. 
sternheim had suffered a.ll his life from nervous compl9.ints, 
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the effects of •Nhich incre~sed with ege, making him 
restless. and irrita.ble, irl frequent need of cha.nge of 
scene a.nd society. When .his hee.lth in1proved he took a. 
flat in Eerli n where Thea Ste rnhe im and G ottf'ried Be nn 
ca.r·ed for him • 
In 19.30 Sternheim :married Pamela Wedekind, the 
da.ught er of Fra. nk We de kind, n. n.d returned to Brussels; 
the marria.ge was, however, shortlived. He lived in Brussels 
till his death with Henny Carbonara, a Jewess a.nd the 
da.ughte r of e. Vie nne E;.e doctor • In the yee.rs preceding 
1939 a.nd during the Second World Wa.r Wternheim's :plt:tys, 
prose-~rticles, short stories a.nd his novel Euro"Qe .. were 
~,mong the thousands of others outlawed and ••ignored" by 
the Na.zis. On the 3rd November, 1942, Sternheirn died of 
pneumonia .• 
This brief outline of Sternheim 1 s life covers the 
period of induetrializa.tion, world war, revolution a.nd 
the end of mona.rchy. Sternheim lived in a period which 
politj.c~.lly saw the most dra.stic che.nge since the middle 
ages - the cha. nge from the dynastic state to parliexnent~.ry 
democracy with its p.:a.ay of forces rR.nging from the 
industria.lists, technologists, military through to the 
politic~l ir-rPtion~lists. It is not a co,:incidence that 
sternheim 1s themes touch on this ::~.rea • He is obsessed 
by the manipule.tion of wea.lth and its relationship to 
power in this new industrie.l society and in E,uropa. he is 
touching on the dignity of ma.n, who is at the mercy 
of economic forces, of conventions Pnd his own 
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(irrational) urges ~ nd instincts. As in most modern 
novels there is the question of the individua.,l in a 
rna ss society. 
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EUROPA; AN OtY.I.'LINE OF THE STORY. 
In a.n open letter to KA.simir Edschmid written 
on the 5th of Janua.ry, 1920, Sternheirn makes the following 
comment a.bout the heroine of his novel, Europa. : 
"So habe ich in mein Buch alle politischen 
Beziehungen der zeit von 18?0 - 1920 in d~.s 
Schicksal der Heldin mit hineingenommen." 
(~~he letter we.s subsequently printed in Das Tribuna.l, 
Jg • 2, Heft 1, Hl20, p 8 - 10 • ) 
In ~ttempting to give an outline of the story it iS 
necess~ry, therefore, to mA.ke A distinction bebveen Fura 
as a symbol end as a. person gnd to trace only her 
de ve 1 opme nt or 11 ife ' on the huma. n level • An outline of 
the development of' her opinions, political a.nd otherwise, 
and the point of view of other charActers is cont.?ined 
more fittingly in the chapter on themes in Europa.. 
Europe is divided into two volumes, e~ch containing 
two books, which are entitled successively •ineutschland 11 , 
11 Fra.nkreich 11 , "Europa'' , "Die Welt" • Eur~. is introduced 
to the re~.der on the first pa.ge of "DeutschlAnd" and from 
that point on the novel revolvee around her to a degree 
perhaps only a.s ma.rked in the novel of c!.tar~tcter. 
Europ~ Fuld ie the only child of e \vell-lmown 
Pntique-deAler in Amsterd~m. She WRS born ~fter the 1870 
war and was given her Christia.rl Mme by her f~ther i.n a. w.c~ve 
of' p~cifist enthuE.i~ om. The fr~mily c~lls her Eur~. Eurn spent 
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her cb.ildhood, IE!. somewhat lonely one, j_n a. world of 
antiques and beautiful 'objets d 1art 1 and becomes a 
connisseur with a.n: · uncanny talent for distinguishing a.t a 
gla.nce between the pseudo end the genuine. When she was 
only 12 years old her fe.ther found it an advantage to 
heove her with him on buying trips. At the a.ge of 15 
she was e"ppa.re nt ly beEt ut iful, ? 1 ong rna ne of red hair being 
her most outstanding feature. Her mother was of .AryA.n 
descent, her father of Jewish and the a.uthor attributes 
the girl's extr~ ordinary beauty to her mixed PEtre nta.ge • 
O:ne of the decisive experiences of Eura's life occured or..e 
evening a.fter she had vm shed her hair Etnd stepped out 
onto the b~.lcony overlooking the street. She became Rware 
of the open admir~l.tion of a m!"!.n on the opposite side of 
the street e .. nd fled inside : -
"In Sekunden war sie komplett geworden" (Vol 57Pl70) 
Eura then decided to rema~in all her life a "solit::Jire" like 
the kohinoor, ~- summit of ,!;trt, before which men do homage. 
She took great pains subsequently to conce~l her hair a.nd 
permitted neither her mother nor the ma.id to IB:ress it, 
before ta.king out the pins herself e.t night she draped the 
keyholes of her bedroom door. Otherwise Eura lived the 
life of a.ny other middle-class young girl whose f~=J.rrdly 
v'I\9.S in good circwnsta.nce s, although she was occFJsiona,lly 
."=~W~.re of keeping something in reserve, of~- sense of 
waiting. 
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.At the age of 17 she tra,velled to Berlin to ste.y 
with rela.ti ves. · She was courted by several young men a.nd 
a.ll followed the prescribed pattern. She fell rna.dly in 
love with~. lieutenant of the Guards, who did not return 
her a.ffection sufficiently, vrhereupon Eura. me.de a reference 
to her f"'ther 1s wea.lth a.nd W~ls la.te1· a,ble to repulse him. 
A Professor Wa.lzel, a poet from Dresden, had not, Eura 
thought, ma.de it clear enough that she was the 'dark la.dy' 
of his poems. She took upon herself the role of muse 
and the poet wa.s prepe.red for a. double suicide and a 
common grAve in Grunewrtld, which she found did not suit her. 
Eure. 's dr:!.ys were spent in countless flirtations end 
commonplaces: 
"IV:!. urn wurde sie a.ufgefordert, mit mehr als kura.nter 
11 . II Munze Kura. nt e s a usz usage n. (Vol ts, p 173) 
Germa.ny w~ s at this time on the crest of a wave of prosperity. 
Eur~ irldulges in indiscrimin!!!te buying a.t Wertheim's 
warehouse, where the needs of a. nation a.re stored. She 
is ardently pro-Germa.n and perfects her eccent as she had 
no wish to be tAken for a foreigner. 
Eum meets Ca.rl Wundt, a. writer a.nd the second ma.jor 
chal'l'tcter in the novel, 9.t a premiere of one of Wedekirldts playe 
He is the son of' ~ Germa,n father and a.n Afghan mother. 
She is struck by Wundt 's obvious hatred of his 
surroundings and becomes a willing listener in the days 
to follow. What Wundt calls Eura 1 s, 11 sich an Alleemeinheit 
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II , 1.. hingiessenn is for him, "Bedeutung in unpersonl1c.uer 
Hingebe, im Mimikry, j,n Selbstvernichtung'! (Vol 5, p 187) 
wundt detect G Eur~. 1 s incipient i r1tere st in soc ia,l ism; 
Eura misundere.tands the basis of Wundt 's individualism e 
T.hey qu~rrel ~.nd wundt leAves Berlin a.f'ter some months 
of rather unsatisfRotory friendship. After Wundt 1 s 
ctept-~rture Eur~ threw herself into the study of KAnt, 
Schiller pr.Jd Heg.E~l ~nd attends v~.rious semiM.rs. 
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"Nur d!:ls Beclurfnis hAtte sie noch: Sozi~le Anpassung, 
die sie als Sinn der Epoche vielf~ch beweisen musste, 
II , 
sich grundl1cher und wissenschP.ftli.cher zu be<i~hen ." 
(Vol 5 , p 191 • ) 
She has a number of physical relationships with several 
men and makes the pa.sroing a.cqua.intance of Erna Fuchs, 
V'Jho lives in the same pension. Eura detects in the 
timid submissive role Erm adopts with two successive 
/ lovers a cliche, beha.viour nccording to, as Eura expresses 
it, one's 'Idee von der Sache 1 , which seems wrong to her. 
Eura takes P.. holid~"Y in the country And observes 
the economy of peasant 1 ife • Each da.y she WA.t che s the 
ha.rd physical work of a. young labourer, which she feels 
is social and good. The man vv~its for Eur~ to appear 
eech day ~nd looks at her witll mute ~ppeP.l. UnAble to 
relent, Eur~. d":cides to lenve. However, on the evening 
of her dep~rture, while she is t.!::tking P 1P.st w~lk in the 
countl"JSide, t.he labourer rP.pes her. Eura beArs this 
event with some f!brtitude and le.ter SAYS thltt, like the 
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struggle with Carl Wundt, H brought her nearer to 
After she returns to Berlin she begins to 
attend meetings regularly, where she listens to leaders 
of the Social Democrats enlightening the masses on the 
workers 1 movement • She meets Fritz F1lhring !:'It one of 
these meetings and they a.gree that the ti.me has come when 
one must act l'lnd that sociP."liam is the SPlvation of' the 
future • Fritz perstk"ldes her to join the Socia.list Pa~rty. 
Her pa.rents violently oppose this step and reduce her 
allowance to a minimum. Eura. neglects her appeara.nce in 
a.n P.ttempt to prove the sincerity of her conviction to 
II Fuhring and becomes tota.lly absorbed in the Pa.rty 
"Ihre politische F~rbe, in der rates Blut 
kochte, wurde greller II o o •• Mit 1,uhr i r1g •••• 
war sie zu offener Rebellion entschlossen". (Vol 5, 
p 221 • ) 
After a.n inflP..mm~tory speech delivered by her at one of the 
Party meetings, Eur~t receives a. police su.mmons and lea.ves 
GermEtny to spend her 26th birthda.y with her parents in 
Amsterdam. Her father dies four de.ys Pfter her Arrive.l, 
her mother ~- week later. Eura tries:. to make order out of 
the sensations of the yeRrs in Berlln ~ nd in retrospect 
finds it difficult to discover the logical bridge from one 
action to another. She is inn sceptical Rnd uncertain 
f rnme of mind when c~lled unexpectedly to Paris • 
In Book Two, "FrRnkreich 11 , EurR is the rich heiress. 
She inherits the Feiligm~nn !'3rt-bur~iness 8nd mansion in the 
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Ple.ce vendome from her greRt-aunt, t.be widow of the 
founder. She is ll!=!.tur~lly thrown precipitately into 
~l r.ew· world of 1 uxury, se rvA.nt s ~t nd wel".l th. It is a world 
in whlch she rapidly overcomes the initia.l inhP.bitions 
of the first night in her new home when she blushes to 
undress before the maid and hurriedly makes some 
necess.sry purchases the f'ollovving da.y. 
She a.da.pts herself to her changed circumstances 
a.s she had adA.pted herself yea.rs e.go in Berlin. Her maid, 
Chrintine, e.ppears to her unusuRl in that she is the 
first person Eura had met who pla.ys the role of servant 
with cheeffulness. She explores Paris and prowls the 
boulevards a.nd. quais, avidly watches the mermers of 
working-cla.ss people in the bistros, buys. new silk dresses 
in gay colours:. 
"Sie wusste, sie hatte versP.umt und musste 
str'bme Gef'uhls IlPChtrinken, Geruche, n'A.mpfe, 
Ekstasen der Wollust schlurfen, a.n l')_ndere 
Qyellen des Lebens zu finden". (Vol 5, p 252.) 
The rigidity of her outlook in the Berlin years disappears 
and she becomes putty in which the impressions of Paris 
and a. different way of life are recorded. For the first 
time she believes she now feels rea.l socielism. One da.y 
while browsing in 13. book-shop she comes across a book by 
Carl vrundt, Der_Rheinl~!}_der ,whicb. she buys a.nd re~ds. 
(Der Rheinl.~nde..!..&.._mi~-~!:&~!21.1!!.~- by Ca.rl Sternheim was 
fir~;t :published independently in the periodica.l, 
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~~isse B!_f"!tter, Jg. 6 (1919), Nr 4/5. It was only le.ter 
itlcluded in the novel EuroE.§:__.) 
In the novel the year in which it Appears is 1900. Eura. 
sends Ca.rl A congr~.tula.t.ory telegrPm am drops her French 
lover, count Ch::trnaillPrd. CArl replies briefly, but ler-~ves 
8 ,ny further move to .Eura.. Unwilling to see him again 
for the first time in Par is, she a.rra nge s to meet him 
in the Hotel Brit~.:nnique in Brussels. On seeing each 
other again they are both aware that the bond of respect 
between th.em ha.d not been broken. Neither de sires a 
s upe rfi c ia.l relationship and both dec ide pr i vro•te ly no 
1 onge r to try to change the· other's thoughts .e> nd way of 
living to suit their own. 
The differences still exist a n1 are still 
fundamental • They visit FlAu b:e rt 's house a.t Croisset 
on their way to Paris a.nd here the first sha.dow across 
their resolutions is thrown. Eura is astoni$hed to 
heAr that Carl had no didactic or social purpose in 
writing, Der Rheinl~nder.: 
"Nichts, als durch ein Ph'anomen ein neue1t 
deutlich zu m~chen,hpbe er versucb.t". (Vol 5. 
. J1 ~Xl3.) 
The first night in the m~gnificent Reiligmann mansion in 
Paris Eura seduces c~.rl. 
In Volume 'l'wo, Book Three of E.uropa_ it is evident 
that Carl feels trapped in a. relationship in which Eura 
H: revelling in playing the dominant role. Eurn wants 
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to have her power over Carl confirmed in Christine's eyes 
a.nd dre.ws the maid into their intimate life • She is 
a.ware that she is overstepping certain limits, but sees 
carl's misery and begins to rejoice at her victory. 
She leetves the two alone together for some de.ys and on her 
return is surprised to find that Carl h-"''"s mpde a decision 
B.nd left • A vision of EurP. as ~t young girl end the 
obsessed woman of the present and feelings of he~tred e"nd 
shElme force him to mpke a. move. 
Eur~. decides to set up !'t publishing business with 
the etim of influencing ctnd educ:::t,t:ing the mP.sses in a 
positive wa.y. She trt'I.Vels in Engl~.nd 1 Amsterdflm and 
prussels, where she spends time ex!"'rnining the conclitions 
of the poor, unmetrried mothers etc. On returning to 
Paris she is aware that she is pregn~ nt with Carl's child 
and by chance that evening there is a letter from him 
acknowledging the bond between them despite their 
different beliefs • Eura, certain that the child will be 
a. girl, ~.s she feels that there is nothing in her that 
could further a. masculine ca.use, resolves to bring the 
child up free of prejudice. 
Eura chooses Doctor Rank, R forty yepr old German 
socielist, to help her with her publishing projects and 
together they pl~.n the Enzykl..2Jt!i£1.~~~~ .Ab£tQQ.h. 
She le~ves Rank in charge of 
the business when she goes to SwitzerlAnd with Christine 
to ~w.~ it the birth of her d"' ughter. Count CbE.maillArd is 
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by chance r:1taying ~t the sr-.rne hotel and, le~rning of 
her condition, offers to marry her, which EurC~. lAughingly 
refuses: 
11Ei ne wei bl iche we 1 t will ich repr~ sent iere n 
und bre,uchte Schutz? 11 (Vol 5, p. 387.) 
Chame,illard is not convinced by Eura' s explanation 
of her sociPlist convictions and her capitalist wealth 
which, she tells him, e~.bles her to pursue her ~lims. 
The conflict betvveen her convictions and her possessions 
Ul incree.sing in Eura and she a.nnounces to Rank in a 
letter that she intends to found the Fuld Institute for 
sociological reseeroh. 
In Book Four, "Die Welt", Eur~. 1 s daughter is born. 
Cnrl l'lrrives ~t the bedside from TunisiP where he ha.d 
been living in ie.olation; Christine h~td told him tha.t 
Eur~ was expecting his child. For a time Eura is 
bound up in the ma.ternt;tl role and her own persona.l 
ha.I)pine ss, but the thought of the miserable women she had 
seen in Brussels enters her mind insidiously a.nd ma.kes her 
joy oppressive • Rank arrives from Paris with the news tha.t 
w~.r with Germl'l.ny is imminent and while he a.nd Eura work on 
schemes for workers' protection, the eight-hour dPy Pnd 
soc i~.l cha. nge s, Carl de votes himself i ncrep singly to the chil c 
and determines to keep it untRinted by ideologies. When 
Eura returns with Rank from 2n international Socialist 
Congress in Bern, she finds Carl, Christine and the child 
gone and no trA.ce can be found of them, despite tb.e efforts 
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of the private detectives Eura hires. She is ill with 
grief gnd shock r:>nd when she recovers decides to destroy 
Rll links with the pgst. Her art treRsures, her property 
in Pa.ris and .Amsterdam P.re the first things to go. 
she P.ppoints Ra.nk indepement head of the p~=~_ris Institute 
and resolves to live from now on in hotels, making the 
inter!l;=ttionEl hotel, Unter den Linden, j_n Berlin her 
headquarters. It is in Berlin thAt she witnesses the 
successive steps which leed to the outbreak of World 
Vle.r one. She jour·neys between I,ondon, Paris, Rome, 
Amsterdam, StocJ.r11olm, Petersburg and Konste.ntinopel. 
The vult ure-1 ike sound of Kaiser Wilhelm 1 s horn p~lssing 
the hotel each day forces her to move to the pension 
she had lived in a.s a girl. Rank writes to her with 
the news that he ha.s embrAced the Christiri n f~dth and 
hopes to become a. Jesuit. Eura. sees it as the first 
capi t ult?t ion, the first 1 ass to the enemy. At the end 
of July, 1914 Ca.rl sends her ~- CRble from Dutch India. 
~ski ng her to join them. There seemed to be alarm in 
the brief mess:=tge and EurP. flew to Antwerp, where, on the 
verge of embArking, she heard the de clR rB t ion of war • 
Like others in Belgi urn she read the newspa.pe rs in which 
it was sa.id th~.t the Germans would respect Belgium 1 s 
neutrality. Almost the next day German troops vmlked 
i nt a Be 1 g i um • 
Eur~ ~.ttends the second SociP.list I nterr.~a.tional 
Congress on the 4th of August, 1914 in Bern with the hope 
that members would avenge the des.th of' the assassina.ted 
1? 
J?rench socir>.list .Jr:~ures and denounce the murderers .. 
(.Ja.ur'es had campaigned agP.inst excessive ne.tione.lism 
and on the 2Eth .July, 1914, went to Brussels in s.n 
effort to induce the German socia.lif:,ts to strike r~.ther 
than Accept war mobilizA.tion. He WA.S ass~ssinRted on hif 
return by ~ .. fPnaticnl French natio~.list .) Eura. hsd 
:hoped that representl=ltives at the Congress would protest 
~.grtinst the WP.r on behalf of the EuropeR n proletP.riat, 
but nothing we.s done, there wa_s no actuality in the 
empty socialist phr?seology. The workers were mobilized 
and shouldered_weapons. For two years of the war Eura 
watched events intently a.nd was engaged in a type of 
reportage, in recording the la.rge find smt=~.ll crimes, till 
depression overcr-1me her. She did not greet the apparent 
overthrow of Ts~rism in March, 191?, with enthumiRsm, PS 
she looked back to 1789 a.nd republics de.ting since then 
and found they gR.ve her suspicions enough not to be 
carried aWRY • She contemplated suicide And thought 
of Carl. J.,!=!ter developments in Russia, rule under 
Lenin Pnd whr1t Pppe~red to be the fule of the people 
seemed to her to be A new beginnine, besides which the 
ctefeE~t of Germary ~nd the victory of the l'tllies were 
ine.ignificant in her eyes. 
She trAvelled to The Hague where news reached her 
t:b ...at Carl was coming alone to Europe. After fourteen 
years of separation they saw each other again on the 
whart: at Rotterdam. Carl was a robust, ta,nned man with 
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good eyes, tn his forties; Fure :b..ad to him cht=~.nged, her 
feRtures had become shA.rper. there wr:1s an air of suffering 
about her. The child, Adira.h, wa.s then fifteen years 
old with her mother's red hair e.nd beauty. Christine 
had died three years a.go R s the wife of a Ja.va.ne se a_.nd the 
mother of two children o They lived by the sea, 
surrounded by for est s, cult i vet ed rice and sa.w hardly 
any one • Carl said he no longer wrote. Eur!:>. told him 
of her enthusia.sm for Trotsky end Lenin and when she 
heard of the deposition of the Hohenzollerns and a 
dozen other potentt=~tes, she leapt for joy, There wa.s 
a. rumour of a. si.milar revolution in Holl~nd a.ncl she told 
carl she inte11Cled to give tb.e reml'!.inder of her fortune 
to re vol uti o f'l ..rn·y ca. uses o They quarrelled a.g.o,in p,nd 
one night Eura walked by instinct to the centre of the 
city where a. grea.t mass of people ha.d gathered. 
!f,roops quelled the mob by ~use of wea.pons. Eura. w~ s one 
of those fa.tEtlly shot • Carl read the news of her dea.th 
A.nd that of six others in the morning's newspAper and how 
a .. :n enraged citizenry threw her tra,mpled body into e cAna.l. 
c~rl left for Er->st India. that da.y a.ware that Europa was dead: 
"Aus un\lberwindlichen Zw~ngen h~tte es so 
" kommen mussen, und ob es im einzelnen sich auch 
8 nder s ere igne n konnte - EuropA war tot ~ 
Und wie mit Worter1 ~us einer Unfallchronik 
" setzte er fur sich hinzu : Wiederbelebungsversuche 
II • ht 1 II ware n auss1c .. s as • (Vol 5, p. 476.) 
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The :purpose of a brief out 1 i ne of the st cry is twofold.. 
First, it is to cla.rify r{ confusing sequence of events; 
secondly, l.t is. to facilitf'lte the discussion of themes 
in Europa. The outline is in itself, however, not 
the prima.ry :purpose of the essa.y. An outline of the 
plot, in fact, makes clea.r that Sternheim, however much 
ref'lectton of the JHldungsroman there m~.y be in the story, 
ts not presenting the conventiomtl nineteenth century 
novel. 
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THE NOVEL, 
In a.n e ssa.y e nt it led Die Geburt des moderns n 
intellektuelle_n Rolli;::1 . .n!!. Ilya. Fradkin makes an ~.m.lysis of 
cha~r!'lcteristics of the intellectual novel with p~.rticul~:tr 
reference to Thorrns IITr:tnn's novel, Der Zt:luberberg_. Pa.rts 
of the essay .;1re worth quoting in detAil, a.s Fradkin's 
remarks may be extended to Europa. as well. 
TholnB.s Mann ha.s in Fr~dkin's opinion creqted in De!:., 
z.ctu~rberg the classic example of the intellectua.l novel, 
He sees it as being characteristic of a new stage of 
realism e,nd as strikingly different from Buddenbrooks, 
for ex.~mple, which is insep~.r.<1.ble from the l'la.rr~'ttive 
a.rt of the nineteenth century • ThomP.S Me nn himself linked 
the origin of the intellectual novel to the uphe~.vals 
Europe ;gnd especi;;tlly Germaey experit?nced from 1914 to 1923 .. 
a.n interesttng point in refere_nce to Europa. 
In the sense tha.t Der Zaub~rberg_ is a novel about 
life in its m~=Jteria.l and concret.e forms a.nd of rea.l people, 
it corresponds to the re~lisiic l'larrative tradition of the 
nineteenth century. However, it is also a. novel 
saturated with w~.rring historical forces, with philosophical 
ide f.:! s • This lends an allsgorical cha.racter to the story 
and forces the heroes to bear a. n f!tddi t ion~ 1 determined 
symbolic v.reight. Fra,dkin believes thet the philosophical 
"Ha.uptau.lfga.be .. of the intellectuql novel puts its special 
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st~un:p on the work ."l.S a whole and on the rel.~tionship of 
both pl~nes- the direct and the allegorical - ~uld deter-
mines a whole series of specific traits. 
For example, in the traditional social realism of 
the nineteenth century the 11 idea 11 emerged differently. In 
Mann's novel the idea doesn't appear so much out of the 
objective logic of the action, the actions of the 
char.gcters and the inner sense of the development of the 
story, but is expressed rather in the uttera.nces ~tnd 
the inner monologues of the characters, in the disputes 
of the ant1-1.gonistic heroes, through the opposed 
philosophic~;~.l theses. At times whole chapters and dozens 
of p~:tges t~ke on the char~cter of .~ln aceodemic essay. 
Another chBrr-~.cteristic of the intellectua.l novel 
is an X-ray illu'l'1ina.tion of its real, everyday level with 
the aim of discovering the concea.led allegorica.l level or 
plane. In the text a.re nu'T!erous conce~led quota.tions, 
a.llusions to various historic, cultural facts a.nd 
conditions. They serve as pathfinders or indicators of 
the second meaning. 
lvioreover, the story is set on the b~sis of various 
mythologic.ql, historical or literary subjects which a.ppear 
from time to time through allusions, individu~.l R.mlogies and 
similariti(3S. 
Another compository tra.it of Der Z.suberbers; and 
also a characteristic of the intellectual novel is the 
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re la.t i ve ly open 8. nd unre solved end • We don 1t know 
what happens to HC~. ns c~. st orp or what will become of 
Europe ,•:tnd Germany in pa.rticul~lr. The novel ends with 
questions to which the author gives or has no answers. 
From the standpoint of the traditional novel 
Fradkin writes tha.t it is a novel without an em; the 
resolution of the hero's fate and the fin!:!.l solution to 
the intellectur-~.1 conflicts a.lrea.dy stands outside the 
novel, given over to the independent 11-ctive thinking of 
the re.,der. 
Fradkin has made a brief summ~uy of the 
structural peculi>'~rities of the modern intellectual novel. 
i) It is interspersed with elements of 
ph:j.lo.;;ophic genera 1 i za.t ion. 
ii) A philosopl1tc- a.llegoricftl char,cter is 
added to the actions. 
iii) The individu~l figures ha.ve A second 
a e st he t i c 1 if e in which they e xpr e s s s orne 
or other politicrtl, cultural idea or concept. 
iv) A narration on two levels arises - the 
philosophic contents of the subject are 
revealed by the author 1 s dr.<J.wing on known 
historical episodes, myths or classica.l 
subjects. The pa.rable - like a.nd allegorica.l 
chEtracter is a.n important style-forming 
element of the rePlist intellectual novel. 
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v) The a.uthor ~ttempts to shorten gs much 
as possible the was from the observation of 
concrete appearances of reAlity to abstract 
c oncl us ions a.nd gene ra.l iza.t ions e 
The lR.st point :rMde by Frr-:~.dkin appears to be 
taken up by Wolfge.ng Wendler in his book on Sternheim, 
wel tvorstell ung und Kunstpr_i;~zip~ • Wendler makes this 
general observ?"tion on Sternheim's short stories: 
II 
"In den Erzahlungen Sternheims steht jeweils 
ein Mensch im Mittelpunkt .. Das Schicksql dieses 
Menschen wird nicht wegen seines Jiusseren Ablaufs 
da.rgestellt. Erfahrungen und Handlu:ngen sind nur 
wichtig, soweit sie Anlass oder Ausdruck einer 
inneren Emtwicklung sind, die sich ~llein a.uf 
seine Person bezieht ." (p. 119 .) 
This could be applied directly to Europa, where 
the characters a.re felt to be importgnt not for what they 
a.re but for what they represent • The charr:~cters in 
Europf.! have, without exception, 9 symbolic function 
within the novel which places a tremendous strai:n upon 
their credibility. Sternheim wa.s not interested in 
his heroine in the we.y Defoe was interested in Moll 
Flanders. Euroua~ does not proceed natura.lly out of 
Eura •s cha.ra,cter as ~does from the cha.racter of 
Emma. Woodhouse • 
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There can be little doubt tha.t Euroua is an 
i nt e lle ct ua,l nove 1 • Sternheim •s principle concern in 
writing the novel was an analysis of Germany in 
partio.ular and European civiliza.tion in gener.9.1 at the 
turn of the centmr.y. Thus the characteristics of the 
conventionA.l nineteenth century novel, plata_ char~cters, 
milieu ~,nd dialogue, diminish in importance or a.re 
subordinated to the author 1 s intellectual "H~::~.upta.ufgabe" • 
Incidents in the novel a.re importa.nt only for their 
relevance to the overall intellectua.l de sign. Rona,ld 
Gray criticizes Thomas Mann for being more concerned in 
setting forth a. pa.ttern of ide8S than in allowing his 
chA,r!'l.cte rs to develop freely with their situations • One 
could m!1ke the same criticism of Sternheim. One feels 
thett in Europa he does not explore an imagined situation 
to discover wha.t its fullest implications may be. This 
is evident, for exaMple, in Eura •s rel::ttionship with Carl. 
Sternheim' is not interested in them as two indi vidwtls 
and therefore their symbolic function is never lost 
from the reader •s sight. The "battle of the sexes 11 and 
the conflicting claims of the individual and of society 
greatly influence the quality and nr:1ture of their 
relationship. It becomes clear th..a.t Sternheim started 
with the idea a.nd not with cha.rqcter and incident. 
There is a.lso in Euro_lliL ~n .undisguised exposition 
of the ch~rBcteristics of Kant, Hegel, Me,rx and DarYvin, 
the Ne.turrll Sciences, the r-3dvent of sociP,lisrn, the outbreak 
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of the First V:orld w~r, the effects of industrializ~tion 
~no. c?pitP.lism on society rnd t11e individw:~l. There 
~.redirect references to historicP.l events ~,,nd culturA.l 
conditions. As in the ca.se of Der Za u2£:r£erg several 
:pages of Eul'O]?- t.a.ke on the ch[!racter of an a<.:a.demic essay. 
open. 
Like ner ~,~~:rQ~f.g the end of Eur~ is lef't 
Admittedly the novel ends with the de9.th of 
Eura/Eur-ope • However, ori the themf!tic or symbolic level 
tb.ere is no resolution. Socj.r.~lism or revolution is not 
put forw?rd as an antidote to Europe's difficulties, 
rPther there is an a.wareness of continued strife between 
the old order and the new, of further cl::r.ss strug.'tles. 
This is implicit in the sudden change in the beh~:-tviour of 
the nut ch citizenry • 0 ne night there is: a. threat of 
revolution; the next morning~. pl'!rAde to honour the Q,ueen 
~nd the Princess: 
"In zweimAl vierundzwr-1nzig Stunden hatte 
ein ge.nzes Volle MentalitMt dee A.ufruhrs und 
der Emp~rung Uber ein Ja.hrhundert Irrsinn 
II • 1 II europe1Sc1er Fuhrer in treuherzige Demut und 
Dankbnrkeit fur da.s angestammte Konigshaus 
II 
ob.ne be sonde re n Anlas s z uruc l<:ye rw8 nde 1 t • 
Keine Brust, die nicht mit des Hauses 
or~.nien gelben Kolr.a.rden bepfl2stert war, 
ke in Auge, da s nicht fr~hlich funlcte •11 
(Vol 5, p. 4?5.) 
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Ste r nhe im does not, however, displ::~y R.n i nt ere st 
in one chA.r~cteristic of the :modern intellectual movel. 
He does not in Europa pl~y with the concept of time or 
philosophize upon its qu~.lity as Ma.nn does in ~ 
Z8uberberg. There is only one level of time in the novel. 
sternheim w~stes little time in the description of' 
11 irrelevent 11 , concrete appeerances of rea.lity. Anything 
not pe rta i ni.ng to the intellect w=tl 11 HA upta uf'gP.be" is 
omitted. There ie: no exteniE!d rJAtur~list description 
of setting, clothes, P.ppenre.nce 1:1nd milieu in the novel. 
sternheim describes the antique ... shop of J~ur~'e f~ther 
only because it ie. here, ~mong ~rt-tre~sures, tb.at Eura 
f' irst absorbed her f' eel i ng for the 11 e ige ne Nua nee 11 ani 
becr:ruse it also serves as a, contrast to Wertheim's 
wa.rehou~>e and its in~ ssprod. uced goods • 
As a_ novel Europa. possesses some striking 
cha.rP.cteristics.. There is a complete absence of humour, 
however trivi,~;'l and fleetirlg, in the novel. There ere 
no Pmuzing "fl~t" ch-"lr~cten;., no witty sa.llies or 
conversations between characters, none of the incidents 
is humourous • 
There is I"Jlso a.n absence of genuir:Je dielogue between 
the m~ti n char:"l cte rs • What dialogue there is in the novel 
appel"l.rs synthetj_c; it if.; devoid of di.!'l.lect, cl,!'!SS ar.d 
personAl inflE!ction. Sternheim displr'ly·.:: t:1 lack of interest 
in hum:?.n irlter-rela.tionships per se; there is pra.cticAlly no 
2? 
social excbnnge between the cheracters. The only 
character Eura hes any real contact with is Ca.rl Vlundt 
and they flnd. the relAtionship are so fr~ught with 
symbolic v1-1lue that their independent .<=~esthetic life 
is diminished. 
There is no trace of nineteenth century 
provincie.lism or parochi.!otlism in the novel. It is e. 
novel which 8ims at totality. Sternheim is deliber~tely 
looking beyond the borders of Germe.ny in ~.n effort to 
portray Europenn society. One ma.y recall a.t thie.: point 
the titles of the four books of the novel, Eura 1 s 
frequent travels, her nomt=.!dic existe nee and the recording 
of her impressions of different Europea.n countries. 
Sternheim has obviously not relied upon the stock-in-
tra.de of the conventioM.l novell.st- plot, story, cha.r·acter, 
hurnour, milieu, dia.logue - and in this he W~lS rather 
daring a.r.d perhaps foolhardy. Euro'Q~ ought not to be 
a success a.nd indeed it does fell behdnd r"'ther badly in 
the a.bove rc spe ct s • It be comes evident on reP.d i ng 
Europ~ tha.t Sternheim was a novelist of narrow limits. 
'l'hat Sternheim felt not altogether happy in the medium 
of the novel is perha.ps supported by the fact that he only 
wrote one novel. His ch~rl"!cters are, gener~lly speaking, 
unc onvi nci ng • There is not in the novel the i nt ere st of 
F~ ny detAiled psychologic~l a nP.lysis • As B r e s ul t the 
chAr~cters C8n be reduced to "bold outlines", to use 
w~l ter Allen's term. In his book on Sternhe im Wolfgp ng 
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Wendler mentions 2ternheim 1s dislike of Prow:,t P8 P writer 
~tnd of the importance he attPched to the inner 8Tic1. 
subconscious life of his cha.ra.cters: 
"Der Gegentyp des von ihm a.nerkarmten 
Klinst le rs i st Proust • • • Da s imme r I''l ie sse nde 
und sich WAndelnde im Romp, nwerk Prousts, die 
st~ndig neu vorgenommene Zergliederung 
cter feinsten Regungen bei seinen Gest~;.lten, 
II di.e fortw1=1hrende Entwicklung und Umschichtung, 
an der der Leser teilnehmen f'luss, wirken auf 
Sternheim ChR.Otisch • Die se Darstel 1 ungswe i se 
widerspricht vollkommen seiner eigenen Methode, 
ei.ne Erz1nhlung von einem festen Punkt aus zu 
schreiben, ohne Heflexionen, ohne tiefgehende 
• II Anqlyse, ohne psycholog1Bch abwRgende Erforschung 
II II 
l';.ller moglichen Jllotive und ihrer Grunde ... (p. 73.) 
By the stendP..rds of the conventiona.l nineteenth 
century novel Euro.l2_~ is S8dly laclcing. All Sternheim h~.s of 
the novel i.s a chronology, A sequence of time and apparent 
caue.e and effect, both concretely and in ide."lS. The "story" 
is fa.r more convincing on the symbolic level than on the 
m.rrated one • The coMplexity of intima.te human 
inter-a.ction is irrelev."l nt for Sternheim in the fr•ce of 
historicnl conditioning forces. 
There is a new objectivity in sternheim. There ia 
no r18rr~.tor in Europa but authorial generalization; a. sort 
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of authori~'l detPchrne nt • The nnrretor has diElPppeRred 
and hence the world is not merely :his ewarenee.s a.ne. his 
selection, but P time continuum is offered vvhich m~kes 
the cher~cters merely pArt of an historicPl development. 
Eiche ndorff made tll.is cornrre nt on the novel: 
"Das Epos ist der Mensch in der Welt, 
der Homan die Welt im M.enschen." 
(Neue GesMr1tausgcJ.be der Werke und 
Schriften, Vol 4, p. S9 .) 
This sumrn::u·izes the chA.nge in the English eic,hteenth 
r:tnd nineteenth century novel, a.nd it iS precisely its 
reYerse which one fi.jlds in Sternheim's EuroJ2.a .• 
EuropA is a novel of ideas with affinities with 
the hist oric.~tl novel and the tradition of the "Bildu.ngsroma n". 
one could perhAps call it ~ n intellectuRlized "Bildungsroman", 
K. Leopold in ~~ ny __ ~!![ the Euroll,.e:?n NoY§.l.. mr=~kes this 
com-ment on the "Bildungsrom;qn11 : 
"The mAjor Germnn innovatior.. in the substance 
of the novel is lirlked with the n;;,tioml 
te rtde ncy to dwe 11 m:no ngst i nta ngi ble s and 
to develop the spiritw'l.l G!nd philosophical 
side of' the novel. The peculi~·rly German 
farm of the nove 1 i e. the "Bild Urlf!,Sr oma. n 11 ••• 
The 11 Bilclun..gsroman", unlike the 
"Enb-;ricklungsrom~n",is concerned with the 
inner r~.ther that the outer life of the 
cent rRl cha r!'l ct er 
••• 
The here, usually 
r~ther pacr:;ive, comes into contAct with the 
cultural forces of his age, cultural 
here being used in its widest sense l'lnd 
embrAcing religious, liternry, artistic, 
sociPl ani politicBl forces, not to 
mention the lTJore nrchetyp~l forces of 
f"'iffi ily, friend e.hip P nd the eternally 
fernini ne • The notion of destiny ms.y 
also plA.y an important part in the novel. 
Through each of these c ante ct s the hero 
leax·ns a.!lld develops. Some of these cont.-,cts 
may be v~lueless or even hA.rmful ... " (p .10 -11.) 
Europa is linked to this tradition inthe German 
novel i.n that it tr8ces from bil·tb to der1th the development 
of e character, Eur~, ?..nd in the f't=>ct that the main 
interest of the novel lies in her symbolic development. 
and its representativeness. 
There is Rl so 8 simihi.ri ty in whAt H. Pa seAl calls 
the extr~=~orcUnary :p8ucity of incident in the "Bildunp;sro:man'', 
except in the sense of the inward ch~,nge in the mR.in 
char<:J cter. Plot R nd incident :pl~y a very minor role in 
Ti;uro~. Like Thomas NTRnn Sternheim was more interested 
in setting forth a pa.ttern of idePs tr:a n in the mech~? nics 
of nove 1-wri t i ng • In The Ge r~!!!§.E.-liQ.Y~ ~ PAs ca 1 remarks 
tbFt e.ll the 11 Bild;h!.D£~S£.2!!1A.n11 were written in the aftermath 
of z·evolution and soci~l turmoil l'!.nd that they all ma.ke 
a reckoning with the princi:plee. of sociH.l life. In this 
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point too Europ~- e.ppe!"lrs to be simil~r to the tradition 
of the "Bildungsroman'' , except that, e.s Pascal points 
out, society now propounds more puzzling and difficult 
problems • Therefo:re, there is in Eu;ropa an attempt to 
come to terms with society, e. present~tion of the problems 
of a.ctuA.l social life rA_ther than P.n acceptance of society, 
pn fd'firmation of a dscision to ta.ke part in social life. 
Eura's sooi8lism a.nd her 11 .Anp?.ssungst~~-umelil are in no Wt'iY 
sanctioned by her creator, ~s the chapter on themes 
~tternpts to show. 
Europa is in ma,ny 1JI'8SS an unusU:"'l novel when 
considered from the point of view of the conventional 
nineteenth century novel. It is best looked upon perhaps 
e.s a novel of idePs rel-';!ted to the modern intellectual 
novel, the uBildu:n.,gsrompn11 and the historical novel. one 
must 1)ewqre of judging Europa by the stand?rds of the 
conventional novel; Sternheim was concerred in giving an 
amlysis of I~uropea.n civilization And it .is in the themes 
a.·nd its symbolic va,lue that the real signific8nce of 
Europa lies. 
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EUROPA: THE THEMES. 
Carl Sternheim was born in an age when great 
changes were taking place in German society. The 
German victory of 1871 in the Franco-Prussian war increased 
the confidence and nationalism of the middle-classes; 
for a brief time Germany appeared to be poised on the 
crest of a wave of triumphant industrialization, pros-
perity and optimism. There were, however, cankers in 
Q,arman society which soon became evident. The most 
obvious were the vacuum created by the destruction of 
traditional beliefs and the discontent of the industrial 
proletariat. Wolfgang Wendler summarizes the problems 
of the period in his book on Carl Sternheim: 
"Die sozialen Kampfe, die Probleme der 
kapitalistischen Gesellschaft, Erkenntnisse 
der Naturwissenschaft schufen Unruhe. Der 
Darwinismus erschUtterte die idealistisch-
konventionsbewuSte Lebenseinstellung. Die 
auf Revolution gerichtete Lehre von Marx, 
abgeschwacht, aber immer noch drohend genug 
von den Sozialdemokraten vertreten, gefahrdete 
auch die auSere Stellung der BUrgers. Noch 
hatte er dem Adel gegenUber sein SelbstbewuSt-
sein nicht gefunden, da wurde er von der Seite 
des Proletariats bedroht. u• (P .1..;2). 
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The four decades on either side of the turn of the 
century present the most drastic social, political and 
technological change in history. We see attempts to 
come to terms with its complexity in, for the sake of 
contrast, Robert I'1usil 1 s Der Nann ohne Eigenschaften, 
with its rich and subtle psychological insight, and on 
the other hand the book under review, Europa, with its 
historical and tendentious abstraction. Carl Sternheim 
quoted in his autobiography, Vorkriegseuropa im Gleichnis 
meines Lebens, the following comments by Nax Hermann 
Neisse, which reflect the general critical appraisal of 
Europa as a valid and valuable mirror of the age: 
"Die Zeit, die aus ihrer Ltige den l-leltkrieg 
gebar, eines groSen Volkes Revolution um jeden 
Sinn betrog, ist in den zwolf Fallen der 
Erzahlungen, in dem Roman Europa dem gerechten 
Urteil der Nachwelt tiberliefert. Eindringlich 
pragt sich jedes einzelne Beispiel ein, weil des 
Dichters Griff alle reprasentierenden ZUge der 
ze:iigenossischen WGlt mit eisernem Griff ins 
Blitzhelle stoSt! Das letzte Gericht halt der 
Roman Europa tiber eines ganzen Erdteils Verfall, 
bewahrt die AnreiSerepoche in ihren wtistesten 
Exzessen der Nachwelt auf, meldet ihr als 
endgtiltigen Befund: Europa war 1919 tot; 
~Viederbelebungsversuche aussichtslos." (Vol. 5, 
p.509.) 
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Before examining the themes of Europa in detail 
a general introduction to Sternheim's ideas, which bear 
upon the novel, and to his judgement upon the Zeitgeist 
of Europe is relevant. 
Sternheim was from the first an uncompromising 
critic of the platitudes which are used to palliate 
unpleasant truths. There is, however, nothing original 
in his desire to rid language of cliches and platitudes, 
which, he believes, adversely influence behaviour and 
encourage conformity in thinking. It was a theme taken 
up by many Expressionist writers. 
In an essay, Morgenrote, which appeared in 1922, 
Sternheim writes of his longstanding awareness of the 
influence of language and of the insidious inculcation of 
the principles of bourgeois society upon the individual's 
consciousness through language; it is one of the major 
themes in Europa: 
"Schon vor Jahren, als in einern wilhelminischen 
Deutschland der Proletarier noch in tiefem 
politischem Schlummer lag, sah ich, auf welchem 
einzigen 1iveg die Herrschaft des Juste milieu zu 
zerschlagen sei: die bUrgerlichen Gotter, die 
auch fUr den Arbeiter fette Gotzen waren, wollte 
ich auf einmal zertrUmmern und k.Undete eine 
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"Enzyklopadie zum Abbruch bUrgerlicher !deale" 
an, das ••• , das gesamte geistige Werk des 
Bourgeois in den Grundvesten aufheben sollte." 
(Vo1.6, p.256.) 
Sternheim was deeply interested in the conflict 
between social pressures and obligations and personal 
freedom, a problem which, as Georg Lukacs points out, is 
fundamental in a liberal capitalist society and its 
literature. Sternheim was convinced that each person 
possessed a characteristic which made him quite distinct 
from other people. He called it the 1eigene Nuance'. 
One of the recurring themes in Europa and of Sternheim's 
work as a whole is the necessity of defending one's 
individual nuance against the levelling onslaughts of 
society. In the introduction to the Luchterhand edition 
of Sternheim 1 s works Wilhelm Emrich summarizes very neatly 
this aspect of Sternheim's thought: 
"Es ging um die uns allen bek.annte Krankheit 
unserer Zeit: die Unterjochung und Standa.rdisierung 
jedes einzelnen durch gesellschaftlichen Zwang im 
Rahmen einer sich standig steigernden 
Technisierung und BUrokratisierung. Diese. 
Krankheit will er 11heilen 11 , nicht durch das Gift 
11 allgemeinern Rezepte und Prinzipien, die die 
Krankheit nur verschlimmern, sondern durch 
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Starkung des in seiner Besonderheit bedrohten 
Menschen". (Vol.I, p.13.) 
Sternheim was acutely aware of the paradox or 
Janus head of democracy and democratic institutions, 
which, set up for the benefit and protection of the 
individual, end in robbing the individual of the liberty 
they seek to preserve for him. Emrich describes the 
problem in relation to Sternheim in the following way: 
11 Um der l\.llgemeinheit oder Nachstenliebe willen 
soll jeder gerade das 11 0pfer 11 der ihm eigentUm-
lichen, 11eigenen Natur" bringen. Dies wird 
unermUdlich von allen, von der ~uSersten Linken 
Uber die human-liberale Nitte bis zur ~uSersten 
Rechten gefordert, gelehrt, befohlen. Will 
daher der einzelne seine einzigartige 11 Natur" 
realisieren, darf er sich von k.einen allgemeinen, 
Ubergeordneten, 11 mitmenschlichen 11 Zielen und 
Zwecken einspannen lassen. 11 (Vol.I, p.9.) 
(Inherent in the quotation is the basis of Sternheim's 
criticism of Party Socialism in Europa.) Sternheim's 
essay Der Kampf der f1etapher, which he wrote in 1917 after 
many years' study of German literature, is interesting for 
the light it throws on his own attitude to literature and 
language. He felt that, in comparison with other 
countries, there was a lack in German literature of 
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writers who, equipped ~vith their m·m vision and their 
"own 11 language, change the conceptual world; he 
detected a tendency to flee from the world of actuality 
into the ideal world. The superabundance of social 
criticism to be found in Europa and throughout his work 
springs from Sternheim's desire to come to grips with 
reality and to lay it bare: the temptation to escape 
into metaphysical speculation or the 'Jenseitigkeit 1 of 
a romantic idealism never existed for Sternheim. His 
preoccupations are exclusively 11diesseitig 11 • 
of himself in the essay: 
He says 
"Han wird alsbald sehen, v:rie unverdrossen auf dem 
Theater und in Erzahlungen ich weiter den Feind 
suche, dessen erster Schrei zeigt, wie gut der 
A.ngriff sai3, der aus dem Urv;rald von Allegorien, 
Apotheosen, Utopien und groi3en Abgangen durch die 
Hitte ans Licht menschlicher Tatsachen ihn 
zieht. 11 (Vo1.6,p.36-37). 
Sternheim was delighted to be called, 11den am wenigsten 
dichterischen Dichter unserer Zeitu1 ; a comment intended 
to be disparaging. The reason for his pleasure can be 
detected in the following lines taken from the essay: 
"A.nstelle der uns angeHiesenen Erde soll kein 
Paradies sie 11dichten 11 • Sichtbar Vorhandenes 
soll sie nur am rechten Znde packen, krUde, dai3 
nichts \vesentliches fehlt, und es zu Formen 
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verdichten, die der Epoche Essentielles sp~teren 
Geschlechtern festhalten. 
Keinem Lebendigen soll der Dichter das einzig 
lohnende Ziel, eigener, originaler, einmaliger 
Natur zu leben, damit verstellen, da~ mit seit 
ewigen Zeiten klischierten Helodien er 11 h'ohere 
Henschheit 11 vorharft, die diejenigen gering-
schgtzen, die mit mir eine vorhandene wirklich 
k.ennen und mit lnbrunst lieben.Ul '(Vo1.6, p.37-38.) 
In the above quotation an indication of the re-
lationship in 'tvhich Sternheim stands to Nietzsche can be 
seen. Sternheim applauded Nietzsche's castigation of 
the German middle classes, his criticism of its 11 Sklaven-
moraln and his attempt to rid humanity of bourgeois 
prejudices and ·to destroy the vice-lU:e hold which 
concepts or 11 Zwangsvorstellungen~1 exercised on the German 
psyche. They both asserted the importance of 
individuality in an age where the human being was rapidly 
reduced to the product of environment and heredity by 
the natural sciences and the Naturalists. Sternheim, 
however, rejects the ne plus ultra of Nietzsche's 
philosophy, the Superman, and esche1:,7S the 11VJillen zur 
Hacht." At no point does Sternheim enter the more 
shadowy regions of Nietzsche's thinking, for example, the 
'myth' of Eternal Recurrence. The correspondence between 
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Nietzsche and Sternheim appears to be at its strongest 
in the criticism of the Blirgertum and of ~he levelling of 
the human personality. Wolfgang Wendler makes this 
point: 
"lvo er (Sternheim) den erwUnschten: ldealzustand 
des Nenschen und der menschlichen Gemeinschaft 
bedroht sieht, behauptet er, da~ der Grund dafUr 
im Festhalten an bUrgerlichen Denkvoraussetzungen 
liege. Die blirgerliche imschaum1g verlangt, wie 
Sternheim klarmachen will, dai3 der Hensch auf dem 
Gebiet der Beziehungsinhalte Regeln unterworfen 
wird. 11 (p.49) 
It is possible perhaps to mistake the natJre of Nietzsche's 
influence on Sternheim and to see in Sternheim's criticism 
of bourgeois 1Denkvoraussetzungen' nothing more than a 
direct and complete debt to the author of Unzeitgemasse 
Betrachtungen. T:lolfgang Paulsen in Georg Kaiser. Die 
Perspektiven seines Werkes makes this comment on the 
influence of Nietzsche on Kaiser, Sternheim and other 
Expressionist writers: 
"Man hat sich Nietzsche und andere Dichter-
Propheten bier meist durch Osmose angeeignet." 
(TUbingen, 1960, P.104) 
I 
At this point it is not without a degree of relevance to 
recall that Sternheim's consciousness of his Jewish 
background and the mingled suspicion and fear with which 
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society regards the minority groups in its midst may well 
have influenced the angle from which and the manner in 
which he looked at the BUrgertum. 1 0smosts 1 describes the 
relationship very ~-1ell and that Ster.nheim did not consciously 
intellectually and academically talc.e Nietzsche as a 
'guiding light' is supported by Wendler's comment: 
11 Die Art der kritischen Abrechnung mit dem 
BUrgertum und vor allem das Gegenbild einer Welt, 
in der gesteigertes Selbstbe~qu!3tsein und unbe-
fangene Daseinsfreude herrschen, weisen deutlich 
auf ihn zurilck. 11 (p.243.) 
In an essay entitled Das gerettete BUrgertum, 1918, 
Sternheim writes of the importance he attached to the 
assertion of the individual human personality and of the 
'lesson' he sa'tv contained in his work. This comment by 
Sternheim becomes even more inter<3Sting Hhen one considers 
that he was at this time engaged in writing Europa; one 
of the major themes of the novel is in essence contained 
in this quotation: 
11 
••• die Lehre: dar:3 Kraft sich nicht verliert, 
mup auf keinen ilberkommenen Rundgesang doch auf 
seinen frischen Einzelton der Mensch nur h~ren, 
ganz unbesorgt darum, wie BUrgersinn seine 
manchmal brutale Nuance nennt. 
Einmaliger unvergleichlicher Natur zu leben, riet 
jedem Lebendigen ich, damit kein~ Ziffer, sondern 
Schwu.ng zu ihrer Unabhangigkeit entschlossener 
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Individuen Gemeinschaft bedeute, mit dem aus der 
Nation und der l'1enschheit ein Ziel allein 
erreichbar ist.u' (Vo1.6, p.47) 
From the above quotation and earlier ones the general 
direction of Sternheim's thought becomes clear. He 
placed tremendous importance on the value of the 
individual and castigated any limitation of his 'eigene 
Nuance'; the standing of the individual in Sternheim's 
work is intimately connected 'lvith his criticism of the 
BUrgertum, its preoccupation with· money and progress and 
of the levelling tendencies of middle class society. 
Europa is not the result of a sudden and frenzied interest 
in social problems which quickly burnt itself out, but 
rather the reflection of a lifelong preoccupation by its 
author with what he considered to be the burning questions 
of the day. In particular Sternheim is concerned in 
Europa ~Ji th the follm,ring themes: the emancipation of 
women, the 'new' woman; the struggle between the sexes; 
socialism and class struggles; freedom and the individual; 
the BUrgertum; the power of language and concepts; 
materialism, nationalism and the outbreak of World War I. 
Intenvoven with these themes is a trenchant criticism of 
Hilhelmine Germany in particular and of European society 
in general at the turn of the century. 
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In an open letter to Kasimir Edschmid (5.1.1920) 
Carl Sternheim wrote of his interest in the fate of women: 
11GegenUber dem Versagen des YJ.annes war mir das 
Schicksal des 'weibs interessant, gegenUber dem 
europaischen Hinus konnte nur das Hereinspielen 
aussereuropaischer Luft interessieren 11 • (Vol. 5, p. 507.) 
The theme of the emancipation of women and the 
battle between the sexes is contained implicitly in 
Eura's life and in the nature of her relationship with 
Carl and other men. Eura is aware that women have 
allowed their relationship to men to be governed by an 
idea of how it should be. She notices this particularly 
in her first love-affairs in Berlin: 11 Es gab kein Neues, 
weil k.lotziges Klischee im Unterbew"'Ui3tsein vom Liebenden 
und der Geliebten Kontrolle Ubte." (Vol.S,p.172.) 
The stereotyped and dishonest role that women play is 
reflected in Erna Fuchs' affairs with the barrister, 
Fleischer, and the journalist, Kammzieher, and in her 
timidity and passivity. Eura makes this comment on 
Erna's behaviour: 
"Verbrecherisch schien Eura des Madchens Verhalten, 
weil das in natUrlichen Ablauf, in ein der Sch5pfung 
Zugrundeliegendes mit lappisch zur Schau getragenem 
Bewui3twerden eingriff, als sei nicht mit ihr von 
Natur Gewolltes, sondern ihre Idee von der 
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Sache, Wissen um ein fUr solche F~lle gilltiges 
{(lischee \vesentlich und interessant, und sie 
! 
mUsse es sich und anderen vormache'n.'' (Vol.5, 
p.205) 
Eura throws herself into a number of physical 
relationships with men,bearing out two comments Sternheim 
matc.e s near the end of the novel: 
11 Sexuell brach eine Schranke nach der anderen." 
(Vol.5, p.432) 
11 Un.keuschheit in Jungfrauenalter, vielfacher 
Ehebruch der Frau wurden kaum noch verUbelt." 
(Vol.S, p.432) 
I 
Sternheim is not concerned solely "vith the sexual 
emancipation of women. He is more interested in the 
liberation of women from the trinity "Kinder, KUche und 
Kirche" and Eura becomes a symbol of the rie,·T woman 
demanding an equal share of life's problems. Nora's 
desire in 'The Doll's House' to leave her husband and 
children and to assert her independence seems the most 
natural thing in the world to Eura. 
There is a curious f oreshadov7ing of Eura 1 s own 
pregnancy in the encounter with a young girl in the garden 
of Flaubert 1 s house at Croisset. She isplaying with a 5 
year old child and Eura casually ask.s after its father, to 
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which the girl replies: "Je suis fille mere.VI Eura says 
later of the episode: uii.Uch das v7ar 1.-::.leines He ldentum. 11 
1 
(Vo 1. 5, p. 30 7.) A short time later Eura, pregnant with 
Carl \Jundt 1 s child, is staying at an hotel in S1;.;ritzerland. 
The wife of the Dutch Ambassador and her young daughter, 
' 
although aware that she is pregnant, greet her with marked 
politeness. Eura knows it is because of ·her money and 
social position. It is in small episodes like this rather 
than in the more tortuous windings of Eura 1 s relationship 
with Carl that Sternheim 1 s desire for a healthier and less 
ambiguous relationship between the sexes and his awareness 
of society's treatment of the unmarried mother as a social 
outcast become evident. He and his crea~ion, Eura, are 
obviously seeking to bring about a more tdlerant attitude. 
Eura, at least, is determined to run the gauntlet and 
refuses Chamaillard 1 s offer of marriage: 11Eine weibliche 
~-J'el t \vill ich reprasentieren und brauchte Schutz? 11 (Vol. 5, 
p.387) Eura 1 s sympathies with and her assumption of the 
cause of women is brought out and strength~ned in her 
visits to the poor in Brussels; she sees there abandoned, 
I 
sick and pregnant women, the victims of m~sculine neglect. 
A negress shov.rs her the blue imprint of the heel of a 
boot on her abdomen. Their submission and their acceptance 
of fate only increase~ Eura 1 s determination to battle for 
equality between the sexes. At one point' in the novel 
Eura rc1marks that only the history of man 1:1as been written, 
I 
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which seems indicative of her belief that women have been 
subjected to men for centuries and are only now beginning 
to break their chains and assume a role i~ the world. 
She is interested to learn when she and Rank are working 
on the encyclopedia that 11 Heirat 11 in IVJl-IG meant 
1Haussorgung 1 and that the expression u1in die Ehe 
fUhren 11 is used only by men. 
There is a type of woman ~N'hom Eura abhorrs and 
Hhom she characterizes in the follmving familiar dialogue: 
Sie: Du liebst mich nicht! 
Er: Aber ich beweise es jeden Tag mit Tat. 
Sie: Nicht genug! 
Er: lch habe dazu noch Arbeit. 
Sie: Ein lmmertotes. Doch ich lebe! 
Er: Und unsere Kinder?'" 
3ie: Bin ich weniger? 
Er: .!.1\ber ich tue wirk.licl1., \,Jas i'ch t<:ann. 
Sie: lch brauche mehr! 
Eura: \ilofUr? (Vol.5, p.434) 
Emancipation has not been given to women to 
squander, in Eura's opinion, and she expects a wider 
interest in social problems and a less selfish concern 
from women: 
11 Ja s ie wUrde den :Nenschen ti:lten k.i:>nnen, der 
nicht aucb. schaffender Nitmensch, sondern nur 
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Existenz.en fressender Schmarotzer war." 
(Vol.S, p.442.) 
Carl Sternheim once used the ·term 11Versagen 11 when 
speaking of men. Conversely in women, as typified in 
Eura, he sees a source of strength, vitality and 
instinctual emotion. This appears to be
1 
born out in the 
I 
red hair which assumes such importance in the character-
ization of Eura; it becomes a symbol of Eura 1 s strong 
personality, her dynamic and vital nature. In contrast 
with Eura Carl appears to be physically colourless. Carl 
Sternheim appears to fix not a small amount of hope for 
the future in the innate but untried strength of women: 
11 Hann, soweit degrediert, sei ztr Teilnahme an 
Mitmenschlichkeiten au~er zur UnterdrUckung von 
Elementarkraften fUr absehbare Zeit unverwendbar." 
(Vo1.5, p.448.) 
Or as Eura phrases it: 
"In ihr, durch unangefochtenen '(oJillen, konne 
vielleicht zum Uberhaupt erstenmal wirklich weib-
liche Freiheit der Verh:iltnisiN"Unders Hann und 
Frau erscheinen, und von allen andern, sich 
innerhalb mannlicher Urteile urn diese Jahrhundert-
wende vorbereitenden Revolutionen, sei dieser 
weibliche Sklavenaufstand, den sie in ~.l.l~nsatzen 
seit langem um sich merkte, die bei weitem 
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riesigste und folgenschwerste. 11 (Vo1.5, p.314.) 
It is in the relationship between Carl c~'lundt and 
Eura that the battle between the sexes and the emancipation 
of women is given its most detailed description. Eura 
and Carl had parted for the first time in Berlin over 
differences in outlook; their relationship is changed 
radically'the second time they meet. Eura believes she 
senses in Carl a desire to dominate her sexually and 
mentally and determines to become the dominant, 'masculine' 
partner: 
11 PU)tzlich witterte sie hinter Proklamationen fUr 
niedagewesenes Kombinationsvmnder seinen Willen, 
I 
ihr fUr endliche Umarmung eine PassivitKt aufzu-
drangen, die fUr ihn valle .Aktivitat, ihre 
Vergewaltigung nach seinem Geschmack, wie sie das 
soziologische Vorrecht des Hanns seit Jahrtausenden 
~,.;rar, ge\vahrleis tete ••• 
.. 
Uber Liebe zu ihm hinaus, sah sie jetzt ••• vor 
allem den Feind in ihm, mit dem sie um mitmensch-
liche Geltung kampfte, und war mehr als in 
Zartlichkeit in die Aussicht vernarrt, mit ihrem 
zu einer einzigen Frauenfaust geballte~ Leib 
hoch in das Vorurteil von Jahrtausenden stoSen zu 
konnen. 11 (Vol.5, p.309.) 
Eura now welcomes the promiscuity of her past: 11 Sie 
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meinte, MMnfier jetzt hinlanglich zu kennan, um sich von 
ihrer Seite auf sexuellem Gebiet jeder Finte zu versehen." 
(Vo1.5, p.309.) It is she who determines to be the 
seducer in the relationship; Carl is the one to be 
ravished. Carl knows himself in the days to follow to 
be Eura's willless plaything. In their love-making, as 
in their relationship, she was dominant: 
"Sie stUlpte, lag er in sie gestUrzt, Begriffe 
und brachte es fertig, schwachte er sie, ihn 
starker zu schwachen. StieS er, riS sie ihn so 
in sich hinein, da~ .Abgrund Zange war, die 
k 1 e rnm t e • 11 ( V o 1. 5 , p • 3 3 2 • ) 
The masculine role, which Eura is playing, is revealed 
in the language Sternheim uses: 11 Eura ••• nahm ihn, 
Vorsatzes gemaS, wann sie ihn wollte aus dem Prinzip an 
ihm zu erfUllender gattungshafter Pflicht. 11 (Vol.5, p.332); 
"Ihrem Lieben gab sie Relief." (Vo1.5, p.332.) 
Carl eventually frees himself from her domination 
and they see each other only on t\.vo subsequent oa:asions, 
after the birth of their daughter, Adirah, and at the end 
of Tvorld vlar One. Eura is not interested in the 
possibility of private happiness with Carl and turns from 
him to the demands of her work for the cause of socialism 
and the Encyclopedia. 
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It is not to be imagined that in his belief in the 
necessity and importance of a new relationship between 
men and women, his advocacy of the liberation of women 
from various sexual tabus and his championing of an 
active life for women in affairs outside the narrow 
domestic world (all of which are syrnbolized in Eura) that 
Sternheim gave his approval to the treatment Carl receives 
from Eura in nFrank.reich 11 • In it there is no equality 
but the exchange of one form of domination for another. 
The extreme domination exercised by Eura in this section 
is to be seen as a symbolic revenge for the supposed 
exploitation of women in past centuries: 
11 Des Gro[3en, das sie ftir das Geschlecht erftillte, 
blieb sie gewiS, daS nicht zufallig in ihren 
Knien ein Hannchen lag, sondern zu ihrer Lust sie 
Mannorm nicht weniger saftig in Schenkeln wtirgte, 
wie Jahrtausende hindurch der Herr der Scb.opfung 
Hi:i'dchen und Frauen nach Laune gebraucht hatte. 11 
(Vol. 5, p. 332.) 
The sexual and social emancipation of women was 
a problem of greater urgency fifty years ago and the present-
day reader may perhaps feel that the extreme description 
of the problem in "Frankreich 11 is not one with as much 
validity today. Therein lies the danger of describing 
a contemporary social phenomenon. The concept 'the 
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new woman' is, like 1 the blue stocking', a badly dated 
one. 
In Berlin oder Juste Hilieu Sternheim gives an 
indication of one of the major themes of Europa: 
11 lch schrieb von Seite zu Seite strauchelnd 
Europa, den Roman, als Abrechnung und die 
gro~te mir mogliche Aufk.Ul.rung geg:en das 
menschenfressende einseitige Gespei~st des 
11vernt1nftigen Entwicklungsgesetzes", das 
Franzosen trotz Auguste Comtes Lehre von der 
i 
volligen Unterordnung des lndividuums unter 
kausale Naturgesetzlichkeit noch gerade Uber-
winden konnten, wahrend die Deutschen ihtn, soweit 
sie bis dahin nicht schon weichgekocht waren, 
durch Hegel und rviarx vollig erlagen ••• " (1920, 
Vo1.6, p.l68.) 
Sternheim distinguishes a world of v.rhat he terms "Denk-
und Beziehungsinhalten 11 within the human c'onsciousness. 
"Denk.inhalte11 and the judgements they produce he sees as 
incontrovertible. They are natural laws and are static 
in that they do not alter in relation to anything else, 
I for example, a tree is green, water is H20. "Beziehungs-
inhalte" and ideas resulting from them are fluid, relative 
and subject to revision, for example, 1 this child obeys'. 
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Sternheim's bone of contention is that the Beziehungs-
inhalte are made to appear to be the same as Denkinhalte; 
subject to reason. Man ought to possess 'freedom in the 
'Welt der Beziehungen', which Sternheim believes is 
independent of reason and not subject to necessary laws. 
In allowing reason to dominate the Beziehungsinhalte man 
has created bonds for himself. 
Carl \1und t represents Sternheim 1 s ideas on the 
subject of "Denk- und Beziehu.ngsinhalte 11 : 
"... erkUirte 1-J'undt, durch evdgen Versuch irgend~;vie 
logischer Festmachung auch reiner Beziehungs-
inhalte sei der Europaer, durch Urteile aus Denk.-
I 
inhalten schon natUrlich in seinei Freiheit 
beschnitten, noch unnatUrlich in der Welt er-
drosselt, in der es sich nicht urn ursprUnglich 
gesetzte SchBpfung, die ein fUr allemal wirklich 
sei, sondern gerade um die handel~e, die aus sich 
andernden Voraussetzungen in jedem Augenblick 
ganz anders mBglich wUrde. 
Diese momentane Welt aber besitze ;der Mensch 
I immer von neuem neu und unabhangig von Vernunft, 
nur durch Kraft der Vision. Er, Mensch, frei 
als Subjekt - das Objekt 11t'Jelt der 
Beziehungen. 11 (Vol. 5, p.413-414. )' 
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In Sternheim's opinion and in Carl 1'>/undt's, 
bourgeois society subjects man to rules in the realm of 
Beziehungsinhalte. Han is governed by b~urgeois con-
ventions whose validity he doesn't question because he 
has no doubts that life follows necessary laws which are 
recognisable by the application of reason.i 
Sternheim believed that the German mentality since 
1890 had been formed by a development leading from Kant, 
Hegel, Darwin to Marx. In the acceptance of their 
teachings man has been robbed of his freedom. Sternheim 
gives a cursory summary of the characteristics of the 
above thinkers \vhich support his theory on pages 1'92-196 
I 
of Europa. In Kant's categorical imperative Sternheim 
sees the subjection of man to a moral law, thus limiting 
man 1 s freedom in the 11 ~>/el t der Beziehungen; 11 
11 Jeder so handeln mUsse, da[3 sein T0Jille zugleich 
als Prinzip allgemeiner Gesetzgebung gelten 
k'onne." (Vol.5, p.l93.) 
'vlendler, however, makes the point that Sternheim didn 1 t 
' 
acknowledge the fact that man had the opportunity of 
declining to accept Kant's moral lav1 and that, by 
accepting it of his own free will, he is free. He says: 
11 Das Sittengesetz, wie Kant es versteht, als die 
I 
Autonomie des sittlichen '~·,J'illens begrUndend, der 
ohne diese Autonomie gar keinen T:Jert hatte, ist 
somit grundsatzlich vom Naturgesetz unterschieden, 
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dessen Charakter gerade in der una,bweislichen 
' ~uaeren Notwendigkeit besteht. Diesen Unterschied 
verwischt Sternheim zum Zwecke seiner Argumentation." 
(p.39.) 
With the advent of Hegel Sternheim sees mah's further 
submission to the idea of Necessity and in the demand to 
recognise in everything real the rational and necessary a 
renunciation of man's self determination and independence. 
~·lendler points out again that Sternheim, t'or the purposes 
of his argument, distorts Hegel's philosophy: 
"Hegel sagt n:ichts weiter, als da~, was vernUnftig 
ist, auch tats~chlich existiert, namlich als 
"Kern" im "Scheine des Zeitlichen und VorUber-
gehenden, 11 und da~ in allem VJirklichen ein 
VernUnftiges zu erkennen sei. 11 (p.40.) 
I Sternheim sees the completion of the subjugation under 
incontrovertible laws in Narx and the principles of the 
Natural Sciences: 
"••• nach ihm bewegt mit allem andern sich der 
I 
I 
Hensch und menschliche Gesellschaf:t nach ehernen 
Gesetzen, ohne Gelegenheit fUr genialen Eingriff 
fort, und nichts als Unterwerfung unter Naturgesetze 
und die in ihm hauptsachlich wirkende Bewegungs-
tendenz bleibt. 
Durch Narx wird groi3te und schwerste 'Notwendig-
keit' Uber den deutschen Menschen verhingt: 
kausale ••• 
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Und es stirbt der Hensch, da~ l·1enschen leben. 11 
(Vol.5, p.196.) 
Han is seen as povJerless, the product of a mechanical 
process; the world becomes a mechanism functioning 
according to economic and biological laws. The BUrger 
looks on the "Kampf ums Dasein 11 as a natural law from 
which he cannot escape and therefore embraces it without 
reservations, thereby falling victim to progress, the 
pursuit of quantity rather than quality and losing sight 
of the individual. The BUrger demands the recognition 
of conventional moral standards and bourgeois ideals and 
asserts the incontrovertibility of the natural scientific 
law of development. Eura notices the fate of those who 
will not keep pace with middle-class society and its 
11Fortschrittsrausch"! 
"~{er aber mit dem Grundsatz, irgend etwas in des 
Alls oder der eigenen Nechanik. klappe ohne 
besondere Hilfe nicht, ans EntknUpfen ging, dem 
war der Mitgaloppierenden Gangart zu schnell; 
er blieb zurUck und \vurde Uberritten. 11 (Vol. 5, 
p.l76.) 
Sternheim describes the result, as he sees it, of the 
adoption of Darwin's theory and the concept of progress: 
the individual was absorbed into the mass; the German 
nation became one of shopkeepers: 
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11 Die ganze Nation sah sie (Eura) fieberhaft am 
Umsatz als Hersteller, l'1akler, Verldtufer oder 
bloi3en. Verbraucher beteiligt ••• Hai3geschaft 
wurde in Hassengeschaften. peinlich, und alle 
geistigen Hethoden priesen das Prinzip. Auf 
Darwin stUtzten Hackel und Bolsche die Lehre von 
der Arten GesetzmaSigkeit und den Triumph der 
Unscheinbarkeit. Des Besonderen Anpassung und 
Versch~;.vinden ins Gemeine, fiber-vvindung von 
Mannigfaltigkeit, Anbetung des ziffernmai3igen 
Rekords hub an. Viel wurde groS. Statistiken-
taumel. 11 (Vol.S, p.l74.) 
In 1914 the danger of the unquestioning submission 
of countless minds to rules and orders is brought home to 
Eura very forcibly. She goes past barracks in Berlin 
where recruits are being drilled. The commander shouts 
repeatedly eyes left, eyes right \,J'ithout even think.ing 
of what he is saying eventually. Eura vJants to cry out 
to stop the terrible sight of young minds heedlessly 
obeying such orders, but faints and as she is taken away 
the soldiers are still looking right and left. The 
episode becomes a symbol of the indoctrination of 
Europeans to think. like their commander, their government 
or the rest of the nation: 
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"In solchern Henschenmaterial, das auf tausend 
Kasernenh·ofen Europas zu Vieh gedrillt wurde, 
sah sie, war die Frage der Beziehungsinhalte aufs 
einfachste Formel gebracht. Sie lautete, 
tauchte links hoher Vorgesetzter auf: Augen 
links! Junge Seele und ganzen Henschen hatte 
man an goldene Litzen, AchselstUcke und Helden-
a.ntlitz zu schmei~en; ~lelt geradeaus und rechts 
lebte nicht, bis General in sie fortgeschritten 
war. Stand aber der von Staats wegen als 
'Feind 1 Bezeichnet'e gegenUber, hieS Kommando: 
Feuer! und man rottete aus. 11 (Vol.S, p.448.) 
It becomes obvious that Sternheim is engaged in far more 
than a criticism of bourgeois conventions in respect to 
the "Denk- und Beziehungsinhalte 11 • He is condemning 
the dotnination of any rules, precepts or concepts over 
the human mind: any -ologies or -isms are the target 
of his criticism. l~lendler expresses it in this manner: 
11 Sternheim wollte zeigen, v7ie das europaische, 
durch Philosophien, Ideen, Fortschrittsdenken, 
Rationalismus, Logik angetriebene und hochge-
triebene Leben Europa zugrunde richtet. Carl 
\vundt wendet sich deshalb vom zerstorten Europa 
mit Grauen ab." (Vo1.5, p.186.) 
The 'Beziehungsfrei..beit 1 which Carl ·~'Iundt and his creator 
demand is limited the instant the individual commits 
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himself to an ideology: 
"Freiheit der Beziehungsinhalte fUr ·~·lelt his zum 
tetzten Kuli gegentiber Unfreiheit vor dem, was 
Vernunft als notwendig und unveranderlich in 
Formeln und Imperativen abgrenzen mui3te ••• " 
(Vol.S, p.470.) 
Eura, Rank and (,Jundt see in analysis of bourgeois 
1 Begriffsbildm1g 1 one way of loosening the hold of the 
BUrger on the language. For ~-Jundt 'RafEE!ngemeinschaft ', 
1Volkscharakter 1 , 1Volkstum' are meaningless, but highly 
emotive concepts directed to nationalist ends. Eura and 
Rank work. together on an 11Enzyklop~die zum Abbruch 
btirgerlicb.er ldeologie 11 (a project Sternheim himself 
undertook but did not complete). They are aware, as 
was Sternheim, of the fact that the overhaul of the 
language was a far-reaching revolution: 
11Dies bedeute zugleich die einzig 'virkliche 
Revolution, die tief genug reichen k.'onne, weil 
noch so rebellische Tat, wie Geschichte beweise, 
schon am anderen Tag d.urch Gegentat vernichtet 
sei, wahrend das aus der Zeit fUr die Zeit 
errichtete Sprachdenkmal erschopfend und Uber-
zeugend sei. 11 (Vol. 5, p. 36 7) 
If, hmvever, Carl sympathizes in principle with Eura 1 s 
work on the encyclopedia he doesn't give l1er practical 
assistance: his motto is: "Nicht Tat, doch Haltung 
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des Einzelnen und Ganzen! 11 (Vol.5, p.L!-70.) Carl ~lundt 
is the character in the novel most nearly related to 
Sternheim himself. He represents the claims of the 
individual and is, "ohne Zusammenhang mit einem ziffern-
maSig machtigen Zeitgeist." (Vol.S, p.l87.) He cannot 
be overlook.ed in a study of the theme of the individual and 
freedom. 
Sternb.eim's theory of the Denk- und Beziehungs-
inhalte is intimately connected with his criticism of the 
submersion of the personality and of his dislike for 
restrictions which constrict 'life'. Eura's red hair is 
a symbol of her 1eigene Nuance' and it is interesting 
that at times in the novel it loses importance and that 
Eura is at pains to hide it. This is particularly 
noticeable in "Deutschland" \vhere she adapts herself to 
the life around her and perfects her accent so she won't 
be taken for a foreigner. In this adaptation she loses 
her 1 eigene Nuance': she cuts off her mm hair. It 
resumes importance again after a year rw-hen she meets Carl 
when she finds that it has grown again to her knees: 
11 In dieser personlichen Sache mit ihm, fUhlte 
sie, W:i:Ch sie von aller Pmpassung ab ••• 11 (Vol. 5, p.l90. 
The antique-shop, where Eura \,7as brought up, is not 
without significance in this context either. At an 
early age Eura developed a remad;:.able feeling for antiques; 
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her ability to distinguish between the good and the bad 
approached that of a connoisseur. 
a feeling for nuance: 
Above all, it gave her 
11Auch bei der \.Jahl vor StUd~en gleicher Gattung 
flog Eura ••• auf Nuance. 11 (Vo1.5, p.l68.) 
Sternheim shows how this feeling for nuante is in later 
life in Germany unnecessary; Eura is caught up in an 
1A.npassungstaumel 1 : 
11 Hit GemeinpUitzen karn sie aus. ';.Jirt<liche 
Kenntnis der Dinge, die sie in des Vaters Laden 
ti:!glich geUbt hatte, war Ballast in Berlin. 11 
(Vol.S, p.l73.) 
Car~ cannot bring himself to agree with Eura's worship 
of the masses, her enthusiasm for social causes, her 
socialism and belief in revolutions. He is struck by 
the highly personal quality of the portrait of a young 
girl by Roger v.d. Heyden and says to Eura: 
11 Das widerspricht ihrem Evangelinen, das, 'sich 
an Allgemeinheit hingie~en 1 , hei~t; Bedeutung 
in unpers'onlicher Hingabe sucht, im 11imikry, in 
Selbstvernichtung." (Vol.S, p.l87.) 
At a certain point, hm.vever, imprecision enters VJundt 1 s 
description of his ideals. He talks a great deal about 
'Natur', 'Leben' and the 'eigene Nuance' but they are 
never defined closely. 
of Adirah: 
This is evident in his description 
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"Feuer und Kraftquelle ist sie, die lebt und 
Leben gibt, Zentrum, das sprUht, und wie der 
Bromokrater Yvelt urn sich zur Bewegung aus l:..ngeln 
hebt, doch in dessen Trichter man zu Rub. und 
G'Ottervers'ohnung auch versch-v;rindel1. kann. 11 (Vol. 5, p. 466) 
He talks of a natural union with other human beings which 
still permits the unfolding of whole personality; but 
never says how this is possible. 
I 
It remains a chimera 
and the reader is forced to see in Vlundt 1 s leaving 
Europe and living on a tropical island in the East Indies 
escapism and a Rousseauistic romanticism: 
11Von Zunft und Gemeinschaftsidealen unabhangig 
will ich nur noch mein eigenes Herz durchforschen, 
Lehrer suchen, die meine Natur verlangt, und 
sollte·ich sie in China und in der SUdsee finden 11 • 
(Vo1.5, p.471.) 
\·lundt is a far more convincing character in his criticism 
of European society. The fact that Europa was written 
by Sternheim during the ravages of the First ·world Har 
may have influenced his sending \Jundt to a Utopia in the 
East Indies as an expression of his own personal disgust 
with European civilization. This turning to the East 
and to Eastern philosophies immediately after the First World 
\.Jar finds a reflection, by no means isolated, in Hermann 
Hesse's novels, Demian (1919) and Ziddharta (1922). 
l"'here in Europa the attraction of the East 
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remains an abstraction and a gesture, Hesse's heroes 
seek self-av1areness and peace in a mystic ·inner life. 
The appeal at this period of the East and Eastern 
/ philosophies as a cliche of escape is strongly supported 
by the temporary success of Hesse 1 s novels'. 
Unlik.e Eura, Sternheim does not see the salvation 
of Europe in Socid~ism. There is both naivety and 
romanticism in Eura 1 s galloping bravely at the head of 
various avant-garde movements inspired by a bright Utopian 
vision of art and society, in her refusal to reflect on 
the possibility that the revolution or cause she was 
embracing might, like any other revolution or cause, 
devour its young and turn into a tyranny even ,.vorse than 
the status quo ante. Emotionalism largely determines 
Eura 1 s relationship to socialism, as can be seen in the 
somewhat erotic vocabulary Sternheim chooses to describe 
her contacts with socialism. This is particularly 
evident when Eura is addressing a socialist meeting in 
Berlin: 
11 Sie aber hatte zum erstenmal jene selige 
Entladung und war in ihr entrUckt worden, die 
bei ZusammenkUnften mit Carl in sU~en Ohnmachten 
und t·Jank.en der Knie sich angekUndigt hatte. 11 
(Vol.5, p.222.) 
One of the principle faults Sternb.eim finds with 
socialism is the subjection of the individual to the 
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Party and the corresponding loss or diminishing of the 
1eigene Nuance'. He says of Eura and her joining the 
Socialist Party: 
i 
urb.r eigenes Los in Ersch.Utterungen der Partei 
war nicht mehr sichtbar. 11 (Vo1.5, p.221.) 
Sternheim sees in socialism merely a new form of domination 
in different packaging. He detects in it the 11~'/illen 
zur Hacht 11 which he abhorrs and an encroachment on the 
11'v~elt der Beziehungen. 11 Sternheim also shows that the 
international pretensions of socialism are not proof agains1 
nationalist self-interest and chauvinism. This becomes 
clear in Eura 1 s disappointment in the failure of the 
Second International Socialist Convention of 1914 to 
assert the unity of the Eu~opean vmrkina;-class and to 
take a stand on the imminent outbreak of war: 
... alle diese Internationalen wurden nationale 
Barden ••• 1\nstatt da(3 diese zur rechten Zeit 
berufene Vertretung friedlicher europaischer 
Arbeiterschaft Verbot gegen kapitilistischen 
Terror donnerte, Fazit fast hundertjahriger 
Anstrengung zog, gab sie Ton fUr alles, was in 
nachster Zuk.unft wurde, an, lieh Regierungen 
Vorbild und Schein, es gesch~he jede Unmensch-
lichkeit mit arbeitender l'·Iassen Zustimmung. 11 
r(Vol.5,p.453.) 
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In his essay, Die Deutsche Revolution, 1918, 
Sternheim vvrote that he believed that everyone in Germany, 
regardless of class, was guilty of bringing about Horld 
tJar I; the highest and the lmvest took part in an 
insatiable and mechanical capitalism devoid of any 
spiritual content. 
In Europa he reveals the Zeitgeist of Europe as 
commercial, capitalist and materialist,which, without 
doubt, Sternheim saw as characteristic of German society 
in particular and European in general. Two episodes 
in the novel symbolize this clearly. Eura buys 
indiscriminately at Wertheim's warehouse, the opposite to 
her father's antique-shop in its mass-produced and 
practical contents; her heedless buying i:s a symbol of 
the preoccupation of German society uith the material and 
the profitable. The materialist Zeitgeist is also 
revealed in Eura's attitude to Nature. During her 
holiday in the country she does not lose herself in 
contemplation of the countryside; she sees only the 
economic and productive aspect of nature. The peasant, 
also, is only important to her for his role in the 
productive process; she never considers him as an 
individual. The 1 scientific', 1 comn1.0rcial' vocabulary 
in the following quotation satirises an age obsessed 
with profit and materialism: 
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11 Dazu umHirbelte sie GlUck von Stickstoff, 
Kohlenstoff und Sauerstoff, die sich in k~stlichen 
Dosen mischten, wobei es g~ttlich ~konomisch 
zuging.~ 1 (Vo1.5, p.207.) 
Carl l.~undt narrates a small inciden"c v1hicb. is symbolic to 
him of the capitalist mentality of Europe. 'dhile staying 
in an hotel in Switzerland he notes that the Frenchmen 
and Germans staying there are indistinguishable; on 
receiving their mail they all open the ne'ivspaper first 
and turn to the financial page. Carl '[·Jundt, like Sternheim, 
sees capitalism as the dominant characteristic of Europe: 
11 Nicht nur geistig und moralisch, auch 
k~rperlich sei der Europ!er haute ein einziges 
Nischvolk., das aus tief innerlichem BedUrfnis, 
letzte, einzelne Stamme noch unterscheidende 
Urphanomene abzuschleudern, sich unter Vorwanden 
in Ringkampfen um den einzigen Besitz tummle, 
dem jeder leidenschaftlich hingegeben sei, weil 
sein Leben pers~nliche Kenntlichkeit ausschlieSe: 
Kapital. 11 (Vol.S, p.408.) 
The essential point of Sternheim 1 s description in Europa 
of the outbreak of war is the awareness of the dangerously 
close relationship between capitalism and the chauvinism 
incited by the enormous vested interests of heavily 
industrialized countries and world "'mr. It created the 
following situation: 
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11 Schon schien Europa Pulverfa[3, um das 
historische l·lelt mit brennendon St:reichholzern 
t anz t e • 11 ( V o 1. 5 , p • 444. ) 
Germany's failure to respect Belgium's neutrality 
finally drew England into war; b.o"VveVer, it was not out 
of a desire to protect a minor power, as Sternheim 
points out, but rather from the necessity of upholding 
the principle of a treaty, the basis of the capitalist 
\vorld: 
• • • fUr England, das auch nach Osterreichs 
Vorgehen gegen Serbien noch gezogert hatte, 
Gevi'i[3heit, in Kartellen, Sy.ndUcaten und 
i 
Trusts durch Vertd!ge verbundene kapitalistische 
YJelt mUsse gegen das Scheusal, das die Bnsis 
kapitalistischer Wirtschaft, den Vertrag mi[3-
achtete, mit Abscheu sich v7ie ein Mann erheben 
und versuchen, den Verbrecher, mii allen 
moglichen 1'-·1itteln zu vernichten." (Vol. 5, p.t~52~·') 
Sternheim sees in capitalism the distant origins of vJorld 
Har One and its final ignition. The question of the 
outcome of the Har was unimportant; both sides were 
obsessed by capitalism: 
11 Und selbst Frage nach des Ringens i\.usgang 
beHegte sie (Eura) nicht, 'i·7eil auf beiden 
kriegfUhrenden Seiten gleicher von besserer 
:Nenschheit immer abgelehnter Geist k.apitalistischer 
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Besessenheit herrschte, und es fUr Europas 
UnglUck belanglos war, welcher Sieger es nach 
giftigen llezepten weiter mi[3handelte. 11 (Vo1.5,p.459.) 
In Europa Sternheim has given a picture of 
European society and its problems as he himself saw them. 
His preoccupations in the novel are essentially those of 
the social critic. There is no optimism or light 
relief in the description he gives of a civilization 
rushing headlong to meet its fate; the individual, on 
whom he placed such importance, is pm·:erless before the 
forces of capitalism, industrialism and materialism, in 
~vhich Sternheim saw the greatest possible threat to 
civilization. Sternheim 1 s portrayal in Europa of the 
dubious blessings of scientific progress and the levelling 
tendencies of bourgeois and capitalist society still have a 
great deal of relevance. The motto which stands over the 
novel is implicitly contained in Carl's comment on his 
ambitions in life, 'Beharren bei sich selbst, kein 
Hinnehmen von Klischees fUr jede Lage, eigene Gesinnung 
unter allen Umst!nden.' (Vol.5, p.470.) This is the 
basis of Sternheim's criticism of Wilhelmine Germany, 
and of his treatment of the emancipation of women, the 
individual and his relationship to s o::iety, the Btirgertum, 
socialism, language and the Denk- um.~ Beziehungsinhal te, 
capitalism and industrialism. The attack on society 
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is most merciless in the castigation of the development 
of a mass mentality, a uniformity in outlook, which limits 
the multifario;sness of 'life' and the human personality. 
The criticism in Europa is more destructive than con-
structive. Sternheim does not put fonvard any 'ideas' 
or 'programmes' for the renewal of society; the most 
he does is to indicate that the real value of life lies 
in the individual. At the end of his introduction to 
the Luchterhand edition '~Hlhelm Emrich makes this relevant 
point on Sternheim's inability to exercise constructive 
criticism: 
11 Doch setzte Sternheim nicht gegen die 
vorhandenen Ideologien eine neue, die den 
Henschen wieder zu einem Kampf ftir 1hohere' 
Ziele auftrief, sondern, da er alle Ideologien 
und Programme als das Ubel durchschaut hatte, 
das den :Henschen an der Selbstverwirklichung 
hindert, verzichtete er auf sie und forderte 
nichts anderes als Hut zur Hirklichkeit." 
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EUROPA: THE CHARACTERS • 
Robert Musil made same yea.rs ago a. pertinent 
observation on the construction of Thomas Mann's 
cmtracters. In his opinion the realistic details used as 
charP cterizing devices by Thomps Ma.nn often serve to gloss 
over the ideFJlization of the chara.cters. An obvious 
example to cite in support of his ~rgument is Anton 
Kl 1ote~ahn in Tristan. It would appear that Herr 
Kl~terja.hn is meant on the one hand to stand a.s an exa.mple 
of grossness, vulga.rity and abscence of reflection within 
the intellectual framework of the novel or as embodying 
one aspect of the Leben/Geist dichotomy, P.nd in this role 
it may be argued th.a.t he possesses to ~. certain degree 
universality or typica.lity. However, Anton Kl 16terjahn 
is also highly enterta.ini:ng. Thoma.s Ma.nn possessed the 
indisputa.ble gift of being .~tble to endow a. chara.cter with 
physical presence or particulariza.tion through a few 
well-chosen ht:lbits or striking charecteristics, for 
e xa.mple , the ma. nne r in which Herr Kl ~t e r j a.hn pronounces 
"Bottersemmeln"; a. talent which in genera.l veils the 
typicality or universality of his charPcters. Herr 
Kl~teJjahn is rela.ted in 1:t way to the even more minor 
charP-cters, for example, Pa.storin Hbhlenra.uch in Trista,n 
"die neunzehn Kinder zur Welt gebr~.cht hat und absolut 
keines Ged~nkens mehr fRhig istn, and to the gentlemen in 
11Einfried, 11 "die auf jene unbeherrschte Art ihre Beine 
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werfen" : except tha,t in his case the technique is more 
sophisticated in that there is !!tn a.ccumulation of 
physical characteristics. 
Wha.tever view one may hold on the credibility of 
Thomas Mann's cha.racters in genera.l, it is likely tha,t 
there is some agreement on the fa.ct that Thomas Mann 
very obviously took pa.ins to mitiga.te the idealization, 
to use Robert Musi 1 's word, of his charR cte rs and tl"Ja.t 
several of them are as a result successful crdations on 
both a.n intellectual ~.s well ~.s a. "physical fl level e 
Unlike '!'homa.s Mann, sternb.eirn h-:ts not made an a.ttempt 
in Europ~ to disguise the idealization of his characters. 
Their symbolic function within the novel is obvious, a.s 
Sternheim did not possess Mann's talent for giving a. 
ch~rActer p;hysical presence through a few well-chosen ha.bits 
or striking characteristics. In Thomas Mann's novels 
there is a. subtler and therefore more successful bala.nce 
between the dema.nds of novel writing i.e. chRracterization 
a.nd a.n intellectual design. 
Sternheim 1 s construction and use of cha.racter in 
Europa are if nothing else unusua.l, especis.lly in 
comparison with the English navel, and, a.l though a. 
weakneE.s from the standpoint of the tr~ditional novel, 
they a.re worthy of mare than fleeting attention. 
Sternheim was not, it is e.greEXf interested in writing a. 
conventional novel, a.nd at this point one ma.y protest in 
vindication of Euro-e.a that charPcterization wa.s not 
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Sternheirn 1 s chief preoccupation; an admissible 
contention if one considers such a motley group of 
novelists as Thomas Ma"nn, George Orwell R.nd John le 
Carr6, a ~irly typic~l writer of the above average 
thriller. 
However, there is l!t difference between 
subordine.ting charActer to plot, a. morr:~.l or ?n 
intellectual pattern f!!nd reducing chara.cteriza.tion to 
schemF~t izat ion, and the reader of ~.m._ me.y fee 1 
himself entitled to 1:1.sk whether the novel is a valid 
medium for the type of materiel Sternheim discusses in 
the work, if the novelist is not prepa.red or able to 
modify the hea.vy superstructure of intellectual content 
by creating credible chare.cters and not bodyless schemes. 
Otherwise, a.n essa.y or treatise would suffice, and the 
writer would be freed from the necee.sity of having to 
produce probable characterization. 
It is unlikely tha.t the rea.der of 
positively about Eura as E JJI. Forster in Aspects of_s~~Q.~ 
does ~"bout Moll Fla.nders 
"She lAys no stress upon her appearance, 
yet she moves us ~=~ s h~=~ vi ng height and weight, 
as brePthing and eating, 8.nd doing rMny of 
the things th1=tt a.re usually missed out 11 • ( p .64) 
Although one mR.y feel that Eura does in fact run 
the gamut of huma.n experie nee, a.l though one knows, adrni ttedly 
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rather vaguely, t.he nature and quality of her appearance, 
Eura. fails to convince one as a breathing and ea.ting 
humt'ln being. Hans Ca.storp is credible both as a 
concrete character and R.S a bearer of symbolic forces; 
Eura is not. EurA. a.nd Carl Wundt are made to bear too 
great e. symbolic burden and there is in them a 
corresponding loss of materiality, concreteness and 
plasticity; consequently one feels they a.re either bodyless 
schemp,s or improba.ble tra.vesties of cha.rBcteriza.tion. 
It does not tr:tke the reader long to re~llize that 
sternheim intends Eura. to be e. seismoscope to record 
developments in Europe over almost R. half R century. At 
one point in the novel she is ref'e rred to a s dough: 
nNun h."?.tte Welt keine sta.rre Form mehr 
II 
fur sie, doch sie selbst war Form fur 
e" 11 e s - U nd w o s i e g i ng, w~U' s i e T e i g , 
II • in den sich a.lles druckte, dass bis J.ns 
Mark sie e s empfa.nd 11 • (Vol 5, p. 253.) 
Carl Wundt is awa.re also that Eura, symbolizes to 
t!J cert~in degree the upheava.l a.nd the reversals which 
took pla.ce in Europe a.t the turn of the century: 
"Er f~hlte liebendes Mitleid mit Eura 
und gestand, sie sei des Erdteils, O.er 
II 
sie truge, Gleichnis; der a.uch seit 
Ewigkeit.en Na.tur f-lir immer tollere Reize 
aus Geist und Geld getauscht h~.be und, 
II bi.s ins M~rl<: gel,qngweilt und erschopft, 
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bere it se i, mit neuem, niedagewe se nem 
Kla.mauk seiries kothurnenen Heldentums 
11 h k II ( V 1 5 Leere noch einmgl zu u,erpau en. o , 
p .318.) 
At the end of the novel, e.fter Eurr-1 h~.s been 
killed in a. cla.sh between revolutiona.ries and soldiers 
(being tra.mpled to dee.th under soldiers' 'boots :must be 
looked upon symbolically), Carl excla:ims: 
11 Qb es im einzelnen sich auch anders 
ereignen konnte - Europ~=t wa.r tot ~ 11 (Vol 5, 
p.4?6.) 
only once in the novel is Eura called Europa and 
th~t is on the first page where the reader is told her 
The close rela.tionship which exists 
between EuroPft the woman 8.nd :murope is thus clear: 
Eur!:'l. is simulta.neously ~- piece of blotting-pa.per eond a 
ma.gnifying gl13.ss, not to mention a perhaps over-grandiose 
concepti on. Sternheim set himself an impossible ta.sk 
or rather one which could only be a.ccornplished a.t the 
expense of either the chgrA cteriza t ion or the v,q,lidi ty 
of the portr~y~tl of politic~l, socinl 1=tnd economic 
crosscurrents. Eura may be a seismometer but she fails 
to be .9. humP,n being, or rather ·"' novel chRr!!l.cter ·"'-s we 
h8.ve come to recoe;nize them in the novels of the nineteenth 
century. The subtle inner life of the 11 intimist novel" iS 
entirely missing. 
Eurona is :o'l. strikingly dispeopled novel by any 
standa.rds. The ch~r;:Jcterization of minor chA.ra.cters 
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such a,s ChristineJ Adirnh, Ern-'1_ Fuchs gnd .Jules 
chamailla.rd pales be side tha.t a~chieved in the woi·ks of 
Charles Dickens, Jane Austen or Tho:ma.s Mann, all of 
whom excel at cre~1ting the illusion of roundness in 
minor ch,q.ra.cters. Perhaps the chief obstl'tcle to 
sternheim's success in this respect is his in!!!bility to 
m~.sk the superficiality of such charr::~cters by a. shrewd 
and somet irne s m:9,l ic i ous obse rva.t ion of habits a. nd 
personal appear:3 nee • He did not, unlike Mann and 
:Dickens, possess the cartoonist's eye, nor was he 
constitution:'!!.lly CA.p!?.ble of d~.llying like Jane Austen 
with seemingly unimportant but revel'lling chit-chat. 
sternhe 1.m 's ch~racterizA.t ion in Eur~ l~cks the ref ore 
th~t finesse and distinction which readers accustomed to 
Jane Austen ftnd Thom8'.S M~nn expect. Jane Austen would 
have made something memor~.ble of a Christine, but perhaps 
even she would have flinched when f;q.ced with an Adir11h, 
such exotic creatures being beyond her ken and outside 
her sphere of interest. 
The essence of Christine is cont~ined in the 
following lines 
"Bei n.iedrigsten Handreichun.12.:en, W13nn 
die Jungfer ihr Stiefel knopfen. N~"gel 
schneiden oder sonst siG am Leib bedienen 
wollte, gesch~h das bei aller Demut mit 
menschlicher Freiheit, die dl'lS Problem 
• o II tl gesellschaftltcher RlVAllt;qt nicht sehen liess. 
( v 01 5 • p • 2 36 • ) 
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There is something very desultory and unconvincing about 
the ch!=l.racterization of :i3Jura. 's ma.id 9 FJ.S Sternb.eim did not 
bother to gloss over the fact that Christine is 
intended as nothing more th1=1.11 P> feminine contrast to 
EUr?., passive, submissive, And contented with her role r:1.s 
woman and servant. The only detail of her persona.l 
:qppeara.nce which the reader is told is thaot she haS 
a.shblond ht:tir. She is a. n image of the ma.ss of 
conforming servant characters of Europe about 1900; 
particularization would only weFtken the validity of 
her symbolic value • 
Adirah is the only child of ]3Jura. Fuld and Carl 
wunctt. Like Christine she has a. function rather th~tn a 
character. She is the flattest of flat characters, 
Sternheim ha.vin.:;; made no a.ttempt to p:.=~.rticult'l.rize her 
in a.ny way. One is inclined to dismiss her from the 
moment of birth when she fulfils Eura 1 s w·ish for R. girl, 
feeling Adirah will do nothing in her life to surprise 
anyone: 
"Dass es ein 'F1a.dchen sei, war ihr gewiss, 
" weil nichts in ihr lebte, das mannliches 
'verden fordern konnte ." (Vol 5, p .363.) 
How predict"l.ble it is Pt the ftge of fifteen that 
Adirc;th is extremely 1::Jeautiful Rnd generous, has Eura •s red 
ha.ir a .. nd grovtns up in a. Houeeeauistic pe,ra.dise. in the Ea.st 
a.nd is a source of 'Leben' and 'KrA.ft' 
• As a. cha.ra.cter 
Adirah is unirnportRnt and dispensable, but the 
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experience of childbirth ~.nd motherhood WA.s seen by 
Sternheim as an essential part in the portrayal and 
development of EurP., as evidence of the inroads she is 
capable of ma.king on her instinctw::tl "biologic~tl role 
tb further the ema.ncipation of woman gnd the socialist 
ca.use • 
Eura first meets Jules Chamaill~;~_rd in Paris a,fter 
she has inherited the enormously wealthy Heilig:'!!ann 
Art-business: 
11 Jedem Gel~.nde Schmuck, stand ihrn alles, 
II 
und was e r fuhl te und sprach, bet onte 
Harmonie n, die e r '6.berall fa nd ••• Ihn 
bega.nn a.us Instinkten Eura. zu reizen und 
seine beh!!lgliche Einheit zu spqlten." (Vol 5, 
p .28? .) 
He j.s ~. man of the world, the descenda.nt of a, 
feud~=Jl aristocracy P..nd a Ca.tholic, he ha.s perfect manners 
and his beha.vi our is impe cc9.ble • He is a supr)orte r of the 
status quo a.nte in Fr~nce and a new phenomenon for .Eura.. 
The only emotion which he displ"lyS is the blush which 
covers him when Eura turns down his offer of marriclge. 
His function P.ppe~ns to 1.,e tha.t of a symbolic represent.9.tion 
of the ~ri st oc ra.cy and its outlook. However, the 
reader is perha.ps inclined to f'eel that this could be better 
depicted without the a.id of somewh<:~,t ineffectu<Jl 
ch9rR.cterization. Why indeed does Jules Ch~"maill:~.rd 
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reappear in the novel? Eur~ does not need him to ~t ~.ssew.-
her intention to remain "fille m~re" nor is his scepticism 
about her motives for keeping the HeiligJMnn fortune 
really necessary to prick her conscience on the conflict 
between her socialist convictions and her c~pit;qlist 
possessions. The conflict is alregdy latent within her 
~.nd Jules Charn~illard 's disapprobation and suspicion is 
only one of sever~l ft1ctors which cause her to found the 
Fuld Institute for sociological research. It is rgther an 
inner compulsion which le:<JdS her to take this step, a 
step which in no Wf!l.y resolves the dichotomy between 
her wealth and her socialism. 
one may ask with some justificr.ttion whether there 
is any point in including such sterotyped and stylized 
chA,racters in the novel when the credibility of their 
functions is ma.rred by the sketchiness of the 
characterization. The rel'lder ma.y well begin to long 
for Thoma.s Ma.nn 1s a.ttention to the~ minutiae of physic:~.l 
description, such as that seen in Herr GrUnlich'S 
powaeri :ng of the wart on his nose before his m_~r ria.ge 
to Toni in Budde nbr9oks.JJ for details which would i ncre1"l.se 
the huml'l.n interest and actur'llity of the char"1cters. 
There is an odd discrepancy between Sternl:J.e im 's 
tre.qtme rt of chR,r"'~cteriza.tion in Europ~ R.nd his handling 
of the themes or intellt3ctw;~l content of the novel. In 
his tre~ttment of socialism a.nd cqpit.<tlism, for exemple, 
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he displays a m!'lrked concern for rer:!lism a.nd 1 .'3.s a 
result, the novel abounds in references to the lodestars 
of nineteenth century Europenn thought a.nd history. The 
. realism or a.ctt.19,lity inherent in the themes of the novel is, 
however, in no wa.y echoed in the cha.rt=lcterization. 
The economy and desire for utility in 
characterization in Europa contribute in large part 
to the a.bsence of humour in the novel or the sober 
nl3.ture of the work a.s ~t whole. Sternheim shows a.n 
unpR.ralleled la.ck of interest for A. novelist in 
chara.cter per se or char~.cter as a. source of 
entertainment or light relief. The lack of humour in the 
novel is perhe.ps evidence that Sternheim is not in 
Europ~. essentia.lly concerned with the criticism of 
social mores and manners: such criticism results in 
ma.licious entertA.inrnent at least. The depiction of 
society and its rnores cr-~n never be divorced from huma.n 
beings. W~llter Allen in the English Novel comments on 
the importance of cha~ra.cter in the novel : 
"A novel is a totality, ma.de up of all the words 
in it, and it must be judged as a totality. Of 
this totality characterization is only a part; 
yet it is plainly an essential one and the 
first in order of importance since, so far 
~s the reA.der is concerned, without it the 
most profound apprehensions of man's fate 
count for nothing. Only through character 
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can the novelist's apprehensions of man's fa.te be 
uttered a.t a.ll ••• Since a~ novel is a. unity 
consisting of every word in it, to isolate - es 
in practice we h~.ve to-milieu, plot, chJ'U?cters, 
dialogue, style, is to com'!!it ~n act of 
abstraction; a.ll these, together with wha.t other 
components ~- novel may hRve, condition and 
qua.lify one another ••• Of these 11bstractions the 
most important is character. 
Ultimately, it is only through his char"lcters 
that the novelist ce.n succeed in wh2t is his 
main social - as opposed to aesthetic- function." 
( p .16 - 17 • ) 
At times the reader may feel that the discussion of 
sociR.lism, the criticism of the B~rgertu.m a.nd the an~.lysis 
of political a.nd economic crosscurrents in Europe in the 
nineteenth century takes pl~.ce in ~ n intellectual vecuum. 
Sternheim's omission to intirmte even p~ut of~ char.qcter's 
inner or hidden life in Europa. with the exception of 
Eur.9. and pe rha_ps Carl Wundt, weqke ns the novel not 
inconsiderably. He appee1rs to display .<:tn .9l'nost total bck 
of interest in the credibility of his cha.r"lcters .9.nd, unlike 
Thomas Mann, has allowed his intellectual preoccupl'ltion to 
prepondera.te over the importl3,nce of character to the 
detriment of the work as a conventional novel. 
The chief wea.kness of .Europa then is the 
choracterization. Its chief merit lies in the them~tic 
content, in the sldll a.nd acuity with which Sternheim 
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analyses the problems of European civilization 
at the turn of the century. It is a, novel which will 
be remembered not for its hQman warmth and interest 
but for the light it sheds upon cert~.:tin a.spects of 
modern civilization. 
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